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THE GRAND CANYON:

Quarrels, Quirks, and Quips
This mild-faced youth is FRED DELLENBAUGH as he
looked in 1872 when he started scholars feuding
about who named the Grand Canyon. Today the
quarrel is as lively as the California-Arizona hassle
over Colorado River water rights and contributor
Ons DocK MARSTON does little to allay it. Incidently
he is a veteran Canyon explorer and the No. 1 authority on its fast waters-having done the hazardous
field work for Disney's famous documentary film.
It \oVaS in the summer of 1869 that JoHN vVESLEY
PowELL [see cover], a one-armed veteran of Shiloh
and professor of geology at Illinois Wesleyan, took
ten men in four boats down the Colorado from Green
River in \iVyom ing. SECRETARY OF INTERIOR UDALL is
taking the lead in next year's centennial observances
honoring the bearded professor who in 1879 went on
to direct the new U.S. Bureau of Ethnology.
The Canyon is dear to all America-and no better
proof exists than the humor it has generated . . . THE
RANCHER: "What a helluva place to lose a sheep."
THE CowBOY as he reined up at the brink: "Something ~ musta happened here!" PRESIDENT WILLIAM
HowARD TAFT: "Golly what a gully!"
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Presenting Mrs. Martha Seffer O'Bryon.
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0. DocK MARSTON Who Named the Grand Canyon? It is
timely to ask that for John Wesley Powell
dared its dangers just 9 9 years ago.
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Mrs. Miniver, in Jan Struther's book of that name, made a bright
discovery while motoring. Enjoyment of places, she noted, was
aided by memories of previous experiences there. Whimsically it
occurred to her that her rearview mirror was the symbol of this
insight.
"You cannot successfully navigate the future," she said, "unless
you keep always framed beside it a small clear image of the past."
Of such is the role of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN. For ever since
R.R. and Grace Stuart launched it in 1957, this magazine has tried
to frame small clear images of a past significant to the on-going
West ...
Now, I have an esteemed privilege. It is to speak of a new hand
at the wheel- your new editor, Mrs. Martha SeHer "Marmee"
O'Bryon. She's pictured above with Dr. R. Coke Wood, also my
successor- as director of the Pacific Center for \Vestern Historical
Studies.
Marmee's zeal for history matured early. Back in Illinois her
grandfather soon learned an easy way to entertain this ·five-year
old was to "'go down the gully" to search for arrow heads. This
Indian involvement led to a history major at Knox College- and
now to full-time work at University of the Pacific where her husband, Leonard, is professor of modern languages. As a researcher
and author, Marmee delights in brain children but, like Cornelia
the Roman matron, finds her greatest joy in her jewels- eight wonderful children.
It's great to retire- again.- L.D.C.
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Who
N aJrnled
The GranJ
Canyon?
0. DocK MARSTON
Author and Explorer

FREDERICK Samuel Dellenbaugh, long acknowledged as
the historian of the Colorado
River, wrote in Science Magazine of April 7, 1933:
"There seems to be some un-

certainty in the public mind as

to when the Grand Canyon was named and who named it . . .
Major Powell, in 1869, . . . was the first to explore its depths and
he called it the 'Grand Canon.' . . . His report, published after
this, spoke of it as the Grand Canon (The English spelling 'Canyon' was adopted later)."
Mr. Dellenbaugh warmed to his theme :
The name was not recorded on any map till his topographers (of whom
I was one) produced the first preliminary map of the region in the winter
of 1872-73 in a tent on Southern Utah . On Powell's first (1869) trip through
the Grand Canyon it was not definitely named by him. John C. Sumner
. . . wrote:
"About fifteen miles below the Little Colorado the first bad rapid occurs
in what I wanted to name Coronado Canyon. Major Powell told me it
should bear my name if he got through and ever had the opportunity to
place it on the Government map. Well, he got through all right, and forgot
his vows and named it Grand Canyon .. "
There is no doubt whatever that the Grand Canyon was named by Major
Powell not long after he came out of it on his 1869 trip.

In a letter to a friend, Dellenbaugh complained that the Science
article had evoked some "stupid refutations." These appear to have
been claims that the Spanish had bestowed the name. The Utah
Historical Quarterly, Volume 11, reproduced two old Spanish maps.
One carried the designation:
GRAND

RIO

CoLORADO

and the other:
EL RIO GRAN DE CoLoRADO
but these references were to the River.
In a letter to The Sun, published April 25, 1933, Dellenbaugh
denied that either Tovar or Cardena named the Canyon. He
wrote David Dexter Rust that he had given up the impossible task
of keeping up with the misstatements but August 25, 1934 he
wrote, "Some have asked recently who named the Grand Canyon?
It was Major Powell, and I was the first to put the name on a 5
map which I did in that tent in Kanab in January, 1873."
On September 29, 1934, another letter issued from his summer
home at Craigsmoor, N.Y., and was {>Ublished in the October 4th
issue of the Ellenville Journal :

It was Major Powell who named the Grand Canyon; and we used the
name during our topographical operations . I was one of the topographers.
At the end of 1872, . . . it fell to me to draw the first map of the Grand
Canyon region, . . . The name Grand Canyon which Major Powell had
adopted for that great chasm was then for the first time placed on a map

"Running a Rapid," Figure 28 in John Wesley Powell's
monumental Exploration of the Colorado River, 1869-1872,
by courtesy of the Arizona Pioneer's Historical Society Library.
and it . was I who inscribed it. So while I did not originate the name I
have the honor of having written it on the first map the first time it was
ever put on any map . . .

Dellenbaugh sent a copy of this letter to a friend in Salt Lake
City and added:
Positively Major Powell named it and no one else and I put the name
on the map I drew as stated in the letter herewith. If I don't know then
nobody living does.
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As he "wanted to get the correct thing on record," Dellenbaugh
sent copies to the Library of Congress, American Geographical
Society, the New York Public Library, and the Daughters of Utah
Pioneers, Kanab, Utah.
Will C. Barnes in Arizona Place Names ( 1935) quotes a letter
by Dellenbaugh dated February 14, 1933, saying Powell called it
Grand Canyon on the first trip. Barnes admits errors may creep
into his document since frequently stories are told so often they
become almost facts to the teller. Dellenbaugh attempted to
establish facts in this manner and he was always positive and
sometimes right. Byrd H. Granger's revision of Barnes is cautious
and implies that Powell changed the name for BIG Canyon to
GRAND Canyon after his incomplete cruise of 1872.
Major Powell's Report on his explorations of the Rio Colorado
in 1869, printed as Appendix D in 'William A. Bell's New Tracks
in North American (1870 edition) discussed " - - what was known
as the 'Grand Canon' " and gave its length as 238 miles.
The Grand Canon of the Colorado received prominent mention
in The Deseret News of September 15, 1869, which told of Powell's
ExPLORATION OF THE CoLORADO FINISHED. The Chicago Tribune of
September 21, 1869, reported Powell's return and used the name
Grand Canon of the Colorado. These two references give support
to Dellenbaugh's facts. But the July 5, 1869, issue of the Chicago
Times alarmed Powell's friends by relating the loss of the first
crew and the heading was THE GRAND CANYON OF THE CoLORADO,
a use of the name with the English spelling prior to Powell's first

view of the Canyon.
Major Powell's letter of May 24, 1869, sent to the Chicago

8

Tribune, explained that "This summer's work Will be devoted
chiefly to the study of . . . the 'Grand Canon' yet unexplored."
The May 21st issue of the same paper recounted Powell's plans
to procure boats "for the scientific exploration of the Grand Canon
of the Colorado a sublime and mysterious chasm of vast extent."
This date preceded by three days Powell's departure from Green
River, Wyoming. The Rocky Mountain Herald of January 8, 1869,
commented on a scientific gentleman, Professor Powell by name,
who "was setting out with an expedition to explore the Grand
Canon of the Colorado of the West."
Samuel Bowles, in Our New West, published in 1869, with a
preface dated in March, relates that "the great mocking mystery
of our geography is the Grand Canyon of the Colorado." Bowles
assured his readers that the progress of Powell's 1869 crew would
be awaited with great interest in "this rock-guarded career of the
great river of the Interior Basin of the Continent- the Grand
Canyon of the world."
In the 1869 edition of William A. Bell's New Tracks of North
America, General 'William Jackson Palmer describes the Val De
Chino as extending "northward to within twenty miles of the
Grand Canon of the Colorado." The preface date is May 1869.
Palmer's Report of Surveys Across the Continent in 1867-68 was
dated December 1, 1868, and published in 1869. Pages 232 to 236
bear the heading "Grand Canon of the Colorado" and the text
makes frequent use of the name as in "the greatest natural curiosity on the continent, the Grand Canyon of the Colorado." The
map in the pocket at the back cover captions the section of the
Colorado River betwen the Rio Virgin and the San Juan as "Grand
Canon of the Colorado River," a map in use at least four years
prior to Dellenbaugh. Palmer explained in a letter to Robert
Brewster Stanton that the name "Grand Canon of the Colorado"
was not new with any of his party but it was in general use in
New Mexico and Arizona at the time of his surveys in 1867. A
reference to Palmer's use of the name is quoted in Colton &
Baxter's Days in the Painted Desert, 1932. The map on the inside
cover of Lieutenant George M. Wheeler's Report of 1871-72 carried
the name Grand Canon of the Colorado.
Thus, the Firstiitis disease seems to be endemic with Colorado
River travelers and it appears that Dellenbaugh suffered an early

and virulent infection. Contamination is widespread and the common symptom is blindness to the record.

The Back East Background

of Jedediah Strong Smith
2. Piety, Poverty, & Commodore Perry
RoBERT WEsT HowARD

Author and Western Historian

J

EDEDIAH SMITH, son of Jedediah, was born January 6,
1799 at or near the village of Jericho, now Bainbridge, in western
York State.:; ~ Five months later two famous divines jogging from
New York to Albany on a preaching mission might have visited
Jericho had not one of them suffered "a violent pain" in his knee.
He was Bishop Francis Asbury, chief shaper of the 15-year old
Methodist Episcopal Church, and so fatigued and feverish was he
that he wrote in his Journal for July 1 that "I never felt so great a
resolution to resign the general superintendency [a Methodist
euphemism for episcopacy] as I do now." But he who also would
confide to his Journal, "Live or die, I must ride!" rode on.36
At his side taking turn as exhorter was tough-fibred Jesse Lee.
He had invaded Congregational-oriented New England where going was not easy for new doctrines. A year later Lee would miss
being elected bishop by four votes, but without rancor would go
35

Mrs. Ralph W. Kirby, president of the Bainbridge Free Library Association,
did research long ago on the location of the Smith home. In the back of an
old hotel regis ter she found a notation that Jedediah Smith, Senior, and a
partner named Strong had a trading post "about one mile above the present village." Letter of November 10, 1940 to Dr. J. Almus Russell, copy on
fil e at Pacific Center for Western Historical Studies, University of the
Pacific, Stockton, Calif.
36 Francis Asbury (1745-1816) was sent to America in 1771 by John Wesley,
:Vlethodism's found er. He remained during the Revolution, and by organizing ability and sheer perserverance (riding 5,000 miles a year!) sped the
lVl ethodist Episcopal Church (est: 1784 ) on its way to becoming the largest
U.S. Protestant denomination. See The Journal and Letters of Francis
Asbury (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1958), vol. II, pp. 196-99.
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on to be the first historian of his denomination and chaplain of
both the U .S. House of Representatives and the Senate.37
The two stand as archetypes of the Methodist circuit-riders .
Historian ·william Warren Sweet wrote that they characteristically
were "at the cabin of a settler before the mud in his stick chimney
was dry or before the weight poles were on the roof."38 Frontier
folklore said it in a hyperbolic simile for very nasty weather- the
sort in which "only crows and Methodist preachers are out." A
French observer reported in Revue des Deux M ondes that in America, Methodism, with its light ecclesiastical baggage, "alone was so
organized as to be able to carry the gospel even to the most distant
cabin. It alone could be present whenever a grave was opened, or
an infant found in its cradle."
The Smith family bear witness to the efficacy of the itinerant
system. Like most of the Vermont Sufferers they originally were
Congregationalist or Presbyterian, but swung to Methodism sometime between 1793 and 1813. The 1793 side of that time-bracket is
set by records showing that Jedediah Smith, Sr., helped start the
Cecelia Congregational group at Jericho on May 7, 1793; they also
name him as one of the founders in 1793 of the still extant Presbyterian church.39 But that the Smiths were fervently Methodist in
1813 is amply established by their loading upon a new-born son
the name of Benjamin Green Paddock Smith to honor a beloved
Methodist preache;. 40

10

37 Jesse Lee ( 1758-1816) was Asbury's assistant, 1797-1800, and became
chaplain of the U.S. House three terms, of the Senate one. See his Short
History of Methodism (Baltimore: Magill and Clime, 1810): also The
Story of Methodism by Halford E. Luccock, Paul Hutchinson, Robert W.
Goodloe (New York-Nashville, Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1949), pp 225228.
38 William Warren Sweet, Religion on the American Frontier, 1783-1840, val.
IV, The Methodists (Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1946), p. 47.
Here also is the quotation from Revue des Deux M andes by A. CuchevalClavigny, which was translated and appeared in "Peter Cartwright and
Preaching in the West," Methodist Review, vol. LIV, pp. 556-77; vol. LV,
pp. 69-88.
39 The late Mrs. Stella D . Hare unearthed the Congregational information in
the Unpublished Church Records, in Historical Records, Education Building, Albany. The Presbyterian Church (Rev. Arthur Kopp, Juliand St.,
Bainbridge, N.Y., pastor) is taking note of the Smith connections in its
175th anniversary observances.
40 A brief obituary of Benjamin Green Paddock ( 1789-1872) appears in

Central New York Conference Minutes, 1872, p. 52. See Memoir of Rev.
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Smith family Bible records (correction: Benjamin Green
Paddock Smith was born in 1813), courtesy of Mrs. F. C. Calhoun.
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We know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle
were dissolved, we have a building of God, a house not
made with hands, eternal in the heavens.-2 Cor. v, 1.
There we shall see his face,
And never, never sin,

There from the rivers of his grace,
Drink endless pleasure in.
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If any man offen<l not in word, the same is
a perfect man, and able also to bridle the
whole body.-James iii, 2.
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As early as 1792, Methodist circuit riders were infiltrating the
Chenango section of York State with considerable success. They recorded 892 conversions on the Tioga, Wyoming, Saratoga, and
Seneca circuits in 1798, the year before Jedediah was born. 41 If
the Smiths were amongst them, it's a fair conjecture that had not
a game knee cut short Bishop Asbury's swing through western New
York in 1799, young J edediah might have been baptised by his
hands.
Jed was loyal to his faith, and biographers note that always in
his baggage were a Bible and a Wesleyan Hymnal. Samuel Parkman, his clerk, who so lamentably failed to bring Jed's journal to
print, wrote that he was a Christian "without being connected with
any church," 42 but William Waldo provided the corrective in his
1880 reminiscences:
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He had been a communicant of the Methodist Church before leaving his
home in New York, and there can b e no doubt some Methodists yet living
in the City of St. Louis who can call to mind the religious character and
the liberality of Jedediah Smith, for when in the city he never failed to
occupy his place in the chmch of his choice .. ,43

Collateral descendants still possess Methodist quarterly tickets
issued to Ralph, Jedediah's elder brother and confidante. It was
to Ralph that Jed \'l'rote from "Wind River, East side of the
Rocky Mountains, Deer 24 1829," about "our Society," a term synonymous among early Methodists with "church":
As it respects my Spiritual welfare I hardly durst Speak I find myself one
of the most ungrateful, unthankful, Creah1res imaginable Oh when Shall I
be under the care of a Christian Church? I have need of your Prayers, I
wish our Society to bear me up before a Throne of Grace

Methodist relics of
the Smith family, courtesy
of Dr. Matthew D. Smith. Note the
ticket for Ralph, Jed's older brother.

Benjamin Green Paddock,
the Methodist circuit-rider for
whom was named a Smith son born
at North East Township, Pa., in 1813.

Beloved by J edediah Smith was a physician and friend from
Connecticut whose family would intermarry with the Smiths. He
was the quaintly named Dr. Titus Gordon Vespasian Simons, evidently also a Methodist convert. A scholar as well as a man of
affairs, he shows up in local histories of Pennsylvania's Franklin
Venango, and Warren counties. 44 Perhaps a search for his papers
would light up Jed's early years significantly, for it was Dr. Simons
who gave him a copy of the 1814 narrative of Lewis and Clark's
expedition to Oregon. No man, not even a modern psychologist,

41

42

43

44

Benjamin Green Paddock .. . by z. Paddock (New York: Nelson & Phillips,
1875 ) for the full story of this popular preacher. On page 112 is reference
to his preaching in North East, Pa., where his Smith namesake was born
January 12, 1813.
Extended insight into circuit riding in western New York appears in
Nathan Bangs' A History of the Methodist Episcopal Church (New York:
Mason and Lane, 2nd. ed., 1839), vol. II, pp. 66-67.
See "Captain Jedediah Strong Smith: A Eulogy of that Most Romantic and
Pious of Mountain Men, First American by Land into California" in Illinois
Magazine, June, 1832, reprinted as Appendix C in Alson J. Smith's Men
Against the Mountains, ]edediah Smith and the South West Expedition of
1826-1829 (New York: John Day Co., 1965), p. 311.
From William Waldo's manuscript Reminiscences [1880] in the Missouri
State Historical Society. William Waldo's uncle David was a trader in
Santa Fe at the time of Jedediah's death, May 27, 1831, enroute to that city.
Maurice S. Sullivan, whose discovery of a copy of a generous portion of
Jedediah Smith's Journal in Texas in 1934 has sparked modern scholarship
in Smithiana, gave a good account of Dr. Simons in ]edediah Smith, Trader
and Trailbreaker (New York: Press of the Pioneers, 1936), pp. 7, 10, 200,
205-07. For a reference to Jed's use of Dr. Simon's gift, see Sullivan's The
Travels of ]edediah Smith (Santa Ana: The Fine Arts Press, 1934) p. 9.
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can comprehend the alchemy of motivation, but it is probable that
this book because the precipitative factor in Jedediah's impulse to
go West. His Journal refers to it with familiarity bordering on
affection, and there is an oblique reference to it in this statement
made in 1831, just before his death, to Parkman:
Few men have been more fortunate than I have. I Started into the mountains with the determination of becoming a first-rate hunter, of making myself
thoroughly acquainted with the character and habits of the Indians, of tracing
out the sources of the Columbia River, and following it to its mouth [italics
lidded]; and of making the whole profitable to me, and I have perfectly succeeded 45

No one now can say just how boyhood influences-religious,
moral, educational-put into Jedediah's head the ideas that set him
as a man apart in the uncouth, squaw-wenching, often cruel
society of Mountain Men. But that he was different, all agree.
He was "courteous, competent, congenial, above all courageous"
summed-up Carl I. Wheat. 46 Moreover, he was respected by his
peers as befitted a living man who had had an eyebrow gouged
out, an ear almost ripped from his head, and ribs crushed in a
grapple with a grizzly.
The benign influences of his early years surfaced most clearly
in his treatment of Indians. Though reared while Mohawk Valley
atrocities were still table talk, he followed the old Methodist line
of concern for Red Men which brought John Wesley, the movement's founder, to Georgia in 1735 for a two-year stint, albeit a
frustrated one, as missionary. 47 Smith clashed with Indians several
times; they rubbed out his friends; they would eventually get
him; but he tried to be fair with them. A contemporary wrote:
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In all his dealings with the Indians, he was strictly honorable, and always
endeavored to give them favorable ideas of the whites. He made it a sacred
rule, never to molest them, except in defence of his own life and property,
and those of his party.48

Frederick C. Gale, who has made a special study of Jedediah
Smith's relation with Indians, reported: "Jedediah was a strong
God-fearing man, and I doubt that he ever hated anyone, including Indians ."4 ~ Once when two of his men wantonly killed one
Indian and wounded another, Smith "reprimanded them severly"
then applied "the only remedy in my power" against recurrence,
which denied them the right to set traps for a while, comparable

to docking their pay. 50 Having witnessed demoralizing effects of

firewater on aborigines, he persuaded General Ashley to introduce
legislation in Congress to control the traffic.51 Jedediah noted approvingly in his ]ournal that Indians along the Yaloo (Feather)
River were "honest and peacable in their dispositions" and if missionaries "could be useful in Civilizing· and Christianizing any
Indians in the World their efforts should be turned to this
valley." 52
Unquestionably, religious influences helped mould young Jedediah Smith, but other forces were at work Economic, military, and
political changes that swept western New York and the Upper
Lakes country during J edediah's youth were critically influential
in formulating his life-pattern and adult goals:
1799- 1810: Ohio's population swelled from 45,365 in 1800 to
230,760 in 1810. Approximately 100,000 of these settlers used the
Susquehanna-Allegheny route for the journey west, and the population of Jericho trebled.
The lure of the Far West quickened after President Jefferson's
1803 purchase of Louisiana Territory. But for Upstaters, the
British and the Indians continued to be dread problems. The
British were belligerently advocating an Indian Confederacy homeland in Michigan and along the shores of the Upper Great Lakes,
as a protectorate and perennial barrier to waterway trade and
travel between the U.S.A.'s Northeast and Louisiana Territory.
-!5
46

47

48
49

50
51
52

Samuel Parkman's 1832 Eulogy, quoted in Appendix C, in Alson J. Smith,
op. cit., p. 307.
See ]edediah Smith and his Maps of the American West by Dale L. Morgan
and Carl I. Wheat (San Francisco: California Historical Society, 1964)
p. 17.
American Methodists echoed Wesley's concern for Indians at their org~niz 
ing "Christmas Conference" in Lovely Lane Chapel, Baltimore, in 1784.
Their organized missionary effort stems from work with the Wyandots at
Upper Sandusky, Ohio, in 1815.
Samuel Parkman's Eulogy noted above, in Alson J. Smith, op. cit., p. 311.
"Jedediah Smith Meets Indian and Vice Versa," by Frederick C Gale,
THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN, spring issue, 1966, p. 34.
Dale L. Morgan, Jedediah Smith and the Opening of the West (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, Bison paperback, 1964), p. 259.
See statement by Doane Robinson, in South Dakota Historical Collections,
vol. IX ( 1918 ), p. 169.
See Smith's Journal, op. cit., p. 72. (It is noteworthy that Ishi, ""the last
wild Indian in North America," lived in this area. See the interview with
A. F. Kessler, this issue.-Eos.)
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1811: Jedediah Smith, Sr., moved from Jericho to Northeast
Township, Pennsylvania, hoping to give his growing family a
better living.
Northeast Township, or now simply North East, was part of the
Lake Erie waterfront that Pennsylvania insisted on retaining when
the trans-Appalachian land claims of the Original Thirteen States
were settled. The area was virgin wilderness except for the port
village of Erie, the rotting stockades and weedy drillground on
Presque Isle, and a cart-track that wavered sixteen miles over the
hills to a navigable headwater of the Allegheny River.
In 1811, it must have seemed to the Smiths that the area was
certain to bustle if the diplomats and General William Henry
Harrison's army succeeded in ending the British-Indian threat.
Thousands of barrels of salt from the deposits at Lake Onondaga
and great wheels of rope from the ropewalks on the Niagara were
being shipped to Pittsburgh each summer via Lake Erie, the
Northeast Township portage, and the Allegheny River.
But forebodings of war dominated Buffalo and the Niagara
Frontier in 1811. On November 7, not long after the Smiths reached
Northeast Township, General Harrison's army defeated Tecumseh's
warriors at the Battle of Tippecanoe. 53 On November 29, Peter B.
Porter, the area's congressman, 54 announced passage of six resolutions in support of "national defense" by his Committee on Foreign
Affairs and urged, "It is a sacred duty of Congress to call forth
the patriotism and resources of the country."
1812- 16:
The Smith's first corn planting was only jackrabbit
high across the stump-pocked clearing whEm word came that
President Madison on June 20 had proclaimed a state of war
against Great Britian!
On August 18, a trading sloop under full sail veered across the
sandbar that blocked Erie's harbor. It had managed to escape
down the Detroit River and across Lake Erie after General Hull
surrendered Detroit and the entire U.S. Army of the West to 650
Canadians and their 700 Indian allies. The captain-owner of the
sloop was Daniel Dobbin, a veteran Upper Lakes trader.
Even grimmer news came up the lakeshore from Niagara in midOctober. An American assault against the Canadian shore of the
Lower Niagara at dawn on October 13 had furied into the Battle
of Queenston Heights. General Isaac Brock, the governor of Upper

Canada, died while leading a charge. But the Canadians, the
Indians from Grand River and their Negro confederates 55 won a
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major victory with 1,000 American surrendering. So now the
British and Indians commanded the Upper Lakes with twenty
fighting ships, including two frigates, on patrol. The two tiny U.S.
Navy ships were bottled up at Black Rock.
Daniel Dobbin rode back to Northeast before snowfall with a
group of officers from Washington and Pittsburgh. They inspected
the shoreline, talked with the pilots of the salt-and-rope schooners,
then visited every home in the Township. The United States
government, they revealed, would challenge Great Britain with a
fleet of warships to be built on Northeast's shore. Every man and
boy in town would be needed to create a shipyard, fell and pitsaw timber, or freight in cannon shot, gunpowder, and ship's
fittings from Pittsburgh. And finally by May 24, two 480-ton brigs
had been actually launched with three schooners nearing completion.
At dawn on May 27, thousands of American troops charged up
53 Tecumseh, the Indian leader, was away when Gen. William Henry Harrison
attacked the village in Indiana early in the morning of November 7, 1811.
Shawnee Prophet, Tecumseh' brother, led the rally but the Indians were
beaten back and their town razed. The battle has been called indecisive,
but Indian power was broken.
54 Peter B. Porter ( 1773-1884), a western New York congressman, led the
"War Hawks" clique. He later became a major general and also served
briefly as secretary of war.
55 \Vhen the Province of Upper Canada drew up its constitution at Newark,
on the Niagara Shore in 1793, it outlawed "human slavery." Thus Upper
Canada became the Promised Land for slaves from the United States-and
destination in pre-Civil War days for patrons of the Underground Railroad.
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the Canadian shore near Fort George on Lake Ontario. It surrendered before noon. That night, the Canadian commander
ordered abandonment of Fort Erie. Thus was the Upper Niagara
freed so young Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry could bring the
U.S. Navy ships at Black Rock out into Lake Erie for battle and victory!
The Perry-Harrison successes gave the United States supremacy
on the Upper Lakes. Great Britain deadfiled its plans for an
Indian confederacy on the Lakes. And soon the American rush
began up the lakes to northern Ohio, northern Indiana, Michigan,
Illinois, and Wisconsin. The unneeded Susquehanna-Allegheny
route to Pittsburgh would soon be abandoned and Jericho's hope
came tumbling down as it ceased to be a portal to "the Promised
Land." It even changed its name to Bainbridge to honor a War
of 1812 naval hero.
Records in Washington for the War of 1812 do not confirm it,
but Smith family evidence is strong that son Ralph served in the
militia-and 14-year old brother Jedediah went along! It comes
from the late Ezra Delos Smith, a Kansan, in whose boyhood
home lived his grandfather Ralph and wife. Ezra Delos wrote
about it in his still unpublished family Chronicles:
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Ralph was of course a member of the State Militia. When Commodore
Perry was preparing for his conflict with the British fleet in the Lake Erie,
he called on the New York Militia to come to his aid as rifle men in the
battle. Ralph was called with the rest.
Jedediah, Jr., went also because he was then [employed] on the lake on a
merchant vessel, although a boy.
After the battle was over and the victory won, the Militia believed their
work was done. Then they [also] thought it was not legal to be ordered out
of the state for duty. As soon as the fleet arrived back in Ashtabula [Ohio],
the Militia wished to go horne. But they were not permitted to. Ralph with
others finally got permission to go ashore. The. boat was lowered and he
with the shore party [were] in it. Then the others jumped overboard and
climbed into the boat and sunk it.
Ralph with some of them swam ashore, and walked horne. One was
afterwards captured and shot for desertion. His body discovered some years
ago and taken to a cemetery and buried. After Ralph was an old man, a
son-in-law tried to get a pension for him but could not as he had never
been discharged nor accounted for after the battle of Lake Erie.56

This is news indeed! Young Jedediah had served on a lake

vessel, perhaps as the supercargo, and had been a spectator if not a
participant in a battle. Whatever his role, the impressionable 14-

year old boy had been initiated into the ancient fraternity of disciplined men fighting together where survival depended on a cool
head and a steady finger. It was boot-training for the career that
beckoned him westward.
Jed had been but twelve when the trudge from Jericho to
Northeast Township on Erie's shore made him an awed participant
of the Walk West. Already his life-pattern of conscious and subconscious reaction was being fixed. From the Smiths and the
Strongs he had inherited the unquestioned frontier belief that to
survive, each must toil. His first memory-shaping explorations beyond the cabin door had revealed a world of ceaseless struggle
against weeds, poisonous serpents, vicious animals, giant forests,
and devastating storms. He had been reared in newly conquered
Indian country where legends of brutalty and derring-do were
favorite fireside talk, with the snake and rat infested ruins of
Unadilla and Ouaquaga to give ghostly testimony.
Perhaps even before reaching East Township, however, he had
come under benign influence of the circuit riders, whose teachings
tempered antagonisms and singled out each person for high responsibilities to moral principle. Proximity to the Six Nations warriors at Buffalo and the series of alarms that shivered through the
land during 1812 deepened his understanding of the ways of
Indians, made him eager to learn more- perhaps to help them.
Experiences with Perry's fleet taught abiding lessons in leadership
technique, for with his own eyes he saw demi-miracles achieved
through alacrity, persistence, and faith born of an unconquerable
courage.
Probably respect for parents and a shared responsibility for their
welfare, so evident later in Jed's letters from the \Vest,5 ' kept him
with them during the move from North East to Perrysville, Ohio,
in 1816, then busied him_ with homesteading tasks. But by 1820 or
.56

THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN is privileged to print this extract 9f the Ezra Delos
manuscript through the courtesies of the late Stella D. Hare, of Denver.
Dr. Matthew D. Smith, of Mitchell, So. Pak., descendant of Ralph Smith,
has a letter dated Jan. 25, 1914, to his father Frank from Ezra Delos Smith,
of Meade, Kans., saying: "At the age of 13 years he (Jed] was supercargo
in a Lake boat as is proved by a ships manifest written by him in a hand
good as copperplate ... "
Ralph Smith's unsuccessful attempt to secure a pension is in Records of the
Pension Office, Record group No. 15A, Reg. 303598-18.55, National Archives.
57 Witness the letter to his "Mutch Slighted Parents" from Wind River,
Christmas Eve, 1829, and the urgent directions given brother Ralph for
looking after them. See Morgan, op. cit., Appendix.
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Jedediah S. Smith,
"the verry confidential
young man" signs on
as a hunter with General
Ashley at St. Louis.

Illustration by Frank Murch in Jed Smith, Tr~il Blazer,
by Frank B. latham,© 1952, the American Book Company.

1821, Jedediah, Sr., and Sarah with the younger children were
settled in. 58 Now Jedediah could face West. Did so.
"I had passed the summer and fall of 1821 in the northern part
of Illinois," begins the extant portion of his Journal, "and the winter of 21 and 22 at or near the Rock River rapids of the Mississippi." How Jed got to Illinois is not known, but it's a fair guess
that he worked his way as a deckhand or clerk at least part way
on the tradeboats. On land he could support himself by hunting.
Jedediah's Journal picks up the thread of narrative :
In the spring [of 1822] I came down to St. Louis and hearing of an
expedition that was fitting out for the prosecution of the fur trade on the
head of the Missouri, by Gen. Wm H . Ashley~!! and Major Henry,uo I
called on Gen Ashley to make an engagement to go with him as a hunter.
I found no difficulty in making a bargain on as good terms as I had
reason to expect.
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What led him to General Ashley was this want-ad in three St.
Louis newspapers in February and March, 1822:

TO Enterprising Young Men
The subscriber wishes to engage ONE HUNDRED MEN, to ascend the
.;iver Missouri to its source, there to be employed for one, two or three
years.- For particulars enquire of Major Andrew Henry, near the Lead
Mines, in the County of Washington, (who will ascend with, and command
the party) or to the subscriber at St. Louis.
Wm. H. Ashley

Ashley knew just the type of men he wanted, and

Jedediah

Strong Smith qualified. A lean six-footer with brown hair and blue
eyes, Jed had a serious mien and a quick mind. To the General
he was "a verry intelligent and confidential young man" 61 -and a
year later in the bloody battle with the Arickaras on the Upper
Missouri, his judgement was proved correct.
Today, a state redwood park, brass plaques, and the Jedediah
Smith Society 62 memorialize the California climax of Jedediah's
career. But the attitudes, determination, and leadership traits which
led to that climax were created 3,000 miles east in the "Old West"
wilderness of Upstate New York and Pennsylvania.
Perhaps some year enough awareness-of-cause will develop in the
U.S.A. to establish "formative years" memorials and museums for
Jedediah Strong Smith, Marcus and Narcissa Whitman, John Bidwell, John Wesley Powell, Leland Stanford, and others who were
tempered for Far West success in New York's frontier crucible.
58

Mrs. Stella D. Hare reported finding Jedediah, Sr's., name on the Record
Book of the Recorder's Office in Mansfield, Ohio, p. 612 of the Grantee
index, in 1817. The Smiths moved on, after Jedediah had left home, to
Ashtabula County, Kingsville Township. Morgan, op. cit., p. 373, thinks
Jed was still living in his father's home in 1820. Several researchers are
di ligently threshing documents and records of the period for historiographic
grain- among them being Capt. Ralph L. Wilkerson, of Windsor, Ohio;
Mrs. J. A. Dick, of Parma, Ohio; and Carl D. W. Hays, of Deming, N.M.
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Several Western historiographers- including Dale Morgan, Carl I. Wheat,
anp Bernard DeVoto- have written well of General William Henry Ashley
(1778-1838) . Born in Virginia, he became famous as a Missouri trader and
congressman. He was executor of Jedediah Smith's estate until supplanted
by the latter's brother, Ira. See Stella D. Hare's "Jedediah Smith's Younger
Brother, Ira" in THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN, summer issue, 1967.
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Major Andrew Henry was born in Pennsylvania. Before associating with
Ashley in 1822, he had been with the Missouri Fur Company. After two
years with Ashley, he went into mining and although at one time wealthy,
died poor in Washington County, Missouri, in 1832.

61

For textual discussion of the document bearing Ashley's estimate of Smith,
see "Jedediah Smith Today" by Dale L. Morgan, THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN,
spring, 1967.

62

The Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park, in northern California near the
Oregon line, started with a small grove in 1929. A generous gift from the
late Dr. Charles M. Goethe, one of the found ers of the Jedediah Smith
Society, led to naming it in honor of the great explorer. That the name
should be retained if this state park is escalated to national park status is
strongly urged by the Jedediah Smith Society; see THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN,
spring issue, 1968, pp. 56-57. The Jedediah Smith Society is seated at the
University of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif. 95204.
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HowWeFound
ISHI
A. F.

KESSLER

Former Chief of Police,
Oroville, California

That fleck on the minimap of California spots the homeland of Ishi's
tribe, the Y ana. (He was the final
survivor of the Y ahi, a subgroup.)
Ishi showed up at nearby Oroville,
August 29, 1911- frightened, hungry,
amiable. Here is the dramatic story
by the man (right) who found him, as
taped at Oroville during 1967 sessions
of the California Conference of Historical Societies. For interested readers we recommend Ishi in Two
Worlds by Theodora Kroeber.- Eos.

gentle~en,

Hello, ladies and
my name
is A. F. Kessler; I reside here in Oroville, California, at 1800 Veatch Street.
1 have been asked to tell what I remember in regards to the chapter of
Indian history which took place August 29, 1911, about two miles east of
Oroville on the Oroville - Quincy Road.
And I guess I remember it pretty well,
because it was so unusual at the time,

and also because ever since then people
will ask, "Tell us how you found Ishi."

There was a slaughterhouse out there, owned by Mr. Charles
C. Ward, where we killed cattle and hogs. I worked there and
other employees were W. F. Kroger, Delbert Lovelett, and Louis
Cassens. Nobody had trucks in those days so we had a slaughterhouse wagon for deliveries. I had been slaughtering that day and
about 7:30 P.M. was cleaning up and was partially dressed, and
had on a pair of longjohns and riding boots, when I heard my
name called by Floyd Hefner, who was a boy about ten who used
to play around there. "Ad," he hollered to me-Ad being what
they used to call me. "Ad come quick. There's a man sitting here."
Floyd was going to bring the horses down to the wagon to
hook up and had noticed a man sitting between a narrow portion
of the fence and the barn. I went over quick, grabbing a club on
the way. When I got to the boy he said, "He's right in there," and
he was, all right.
I climbed over the fence, shoved this man over, asked him what
he was doing there. 'When I turned him over, I noticed he wasn't
fully dressed. He seemed to be very poor and he was an old man,
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so I took him by the shoulder and raised him back into a sitting
position. I asked him his name, and what he was doing there, but
he wouldn't or couldn't talk. He just made a little mumbling sound
and that was all.
I had another man come up by the name of Louie Cassen, or
Diamond Dick, they called him. I set him in front of the strange
old man to watch him while I finished changing my clothes. Then
I went down to the telephone and called up John B. Webber,
Sheriff of Butte County, at Oroville. He told me, "If this is your
idea of a joke, I'll bring you back with the handcuffs on you."
However, he came out in a buggy with a constable by the name
of John Toland. He took a look, and said, "What have you got
here?" I said, "I don't know, I told you that over the phone." He
said, "Stand him up," so I did.
Under the light of an old barn lantern we used in those days,
he looked pretty red. He was a man I would judge about 60 or
65 years old, about 5 foot 6; and he would weigh about 135
pounds. The lobe of each ear had been pierced and a small piece
of buckskin string had been inserted through them with a little
knot on each end to keep it from sliding through. In the lobe of
the nose he had a small stick. It had been pierced and a small
stick had been inserted. This stick was about maybe a quarter of
an inch long and about the third of the thickness of a lead pencil.
He was dressed in a long shirt or Chinese jacket as they called
them, or sheepherder jacket, that came to his knees. Under that
he had a portion of a cotton undershirt. It had unravelled to the
point where it was just about the size of a W<{man's bra. It wasn't
very big.
Now, I was sitting in front of this man after I changed my
clothes. I reached in my pocket and I got a sack of Bull Durham
tobacco. That seemed to light up the eyes of this Indian. He was
very much interested. He made motions. He couldn't talk, but he
made motions which convinced me that he wanted to smoke. So
I handed him my sack of Bull Durham and I gave him a cigarette
paper. He attempted to roll a cigarette, but he put on too much
tobacco and it broke the paper. He did this three different times.
A little comic note here is that when he first got my sack of
tobacco he put it in his pocket and he kept it there until I took
it away. I reached across and got this. Then I pushed out a little
tobacco so he could roll himself a cigarette. And after a fashion,
he did. He held that cigarette in his hands with the small portion

toward his lips, the main portion was cupped in his hands on his
knees in that fashion. [Kessler demonstrated.] How he thought
this would work I don't know, but that's the way he was. Whether
he thought that would hide the glare of the match or keep the
wind from blowing it out, I don't know. However, when he started
to light this cigarette, he broke three matches. At that time we
had these sulfur matches, and he broke them. After four times,
I gave him a match that I had lit myself, and he lit his cigarette.
He knew how to smoke all right.
Sheriff Webber put him in his buggy and took him to town.
When he came down into the main street of Oroville, which is
Montgomery Street, people soon gathered and under the city
lights, he looked pretty red. He had a bushy head of hair which
wasn't like an Indian in the Southwest where you see long black
hair with a band around the head, or something like that. In
other words his headgear looked somewhat like some boys are
used to wearing today.
Where I had to unload my load of meat that night was just half
a block from the jail. So I went over to the jail to see what I
could do with the Indian. He was sitting with his back against
the wall and scared. The crowd was all milled around him. I
don't know what went through the poor man's head. However,
somebody suggested, "We ought to feed him." So some one went
~Clown to the kitchen and brought up food; it was biscuit, if I
remember right, and handed it to him. When he took that biscuit
he looked it over closely, turned it over and then dropped it. He
didn't throw it down, he just opened his hand and it fell out. It
was plain to see that he didn't have any use for biscuits.
The undersheriff, whose name was Bill White, W. H. White,
and was originally from Chico, said, "That man don't want anything like that. Go down to the Tin Can Restaurant and get a bowl
of beans." There was a little restaurant here by that name where
they served a bowl of beans and a cup of coffee for 15 cents.
Anyway we sent somebody down and he came back with this
bowl of beans with a big spoon. He handed that dmvn to the
1Indian. He smelled it, took that spoon but dropped it on the
floor, and he held up the bowl like this, and guzzled. He just went
to town on those beans! \Vhen he got through, he knew how to
clean the bowl off, too, just like this - with his fingers. After the
crowd died away a little while, the officers took him upstairs and
then they put him in the cell they had for insane people.
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Ishi on Vacation
FAREWELL TO NECKTIES
Ishi took his shift from stone age to steel
in stride. As assista~t janitor at the University
of California's museum, he watched peopleand vice--versa. Only a few things that he saw
awed him. Not books, nor motor cars, nor airplanes. They were just white-man things. But
a window shade! This stick of wood could
eat a curtain then, at a tug, spew it forth.
·His own eyes beheld that mystery!
In the spring of 1914 Ishi let his hair
grow long, then to humor his museum friends,
once again became a Man of Nature. He
showed them where his Ancient Ones lived,
how they harpooned salmon, rabbits, stalked
deer. But home and security were now at
Berkeley. There he died of tuberculosis in
1916. In his coffin, before cremation, his scientific yet understanding friends placed his best
bow, five arrows, flakes of obsidian, wampum,
tobacco, and a basket of acorn meal.- L.D.C.
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The next day they brought him back out to the slaughterhouse.
They wouldn't bring him out on the killing floor, so they stopped
by the big door under the shade of a tree. I was interested in him
to the point where I wanted to know a little more about him, so
moved up close. He made a motion as though he wanted a drink.
Now his motions were so plain most anybody would be able to
understand just what he wanted. He couldn't talk, but his motions
talked for him. I got him a small bucket full of cold water with
a piece of ice in it about the size of a hen's egg. Ishi smiled and
started to take a drink - then took that bucket away from his
lips. He looked in there and he saw this ice in there. So he pointed
to that ice and made a motion with his fingers, then just reached
in there and got that ice and he crushed it with his teeth just

like a pig eating wild potatoes. He chewed that ice up, just like
that.

Ishi binding twoprong harpoon for salmon.
See, no smog! Ishi
exults in his homeland.
Photos: Courtesy of Univ. of Ca lifornia Press.

I was interested in his hair-cut and I managed to put it over to
him what I wanted to know. So he reached over and got a handful, about a dozen or fifteen pieces, of dry grass and little green
weeds about so long and put them together. Then he made a
motion like that - that he wanted a match or something to start
fire on. So I gave him a match and showed him how to light it, 27
putting his fingers down slow. He smiled - because he remembered the night before how he kept breaking the matches. This
time he managed to light that match. He lit that little bunch of
weeds and grass he had in• his hand and he passed that over his ·
hair and that's how he cut his hair. Then he took a handful of
sand and red dirt, and he rubbed that through his hair. He
looked at me and smiled and I gave him another smile.
Well about now the deputy sheriff started to walk away from
us. They were going to leave him with me, but he didn't want to
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stay. He went right along behind them. He wouldn't leave them.
So they took him back down to the jail.
The next day my partner and I, we took our dogs - we had
four dogs that would trail anything from a jackrabbit to a mountain lion - and we went around the big corral. Here we found
where he had crawled over the fence. We backtracked him to
where he swam the Feather River approximately where the big
Oroville Dam is now. We found on the top of the hill just northwest of the Dam where he had dug in gopher mounds, because
he was probably hungry. He had come up there and found these
holes there, and he chopped these holes all up with a stick.
Whether he got any gophers I don't know, but when we found him
he did have a little piece of dried meat, which could have been
anything. It could have been a part of a chipmunk, or squirrel,
or bird, but it was hard and dried up completely.
Well, we backtracked him up on the mountain where today you
look right down and see the big Oroville Dam. Down there on
a river bar was a sandbar perhaps, Oh, 30 or 40 maybe 50 yards
long and maybe 20 yards wide, and there we saw his foot tracks
where he came out of the water and walked through that sand.
I neglected to say that he was barefooted. His feet were as hard
as saddle leather. I don't believe that man ever had shoes on in
his life. They were big feet, too. Then we trailed him to where
he had gone into an old cabin that had been built by the Western
Pacific R.R. Evidently it was used as a kind of blacksmith shop
because there were a lot of ashes in there; and tracks showed his
big feet marched right in there. Our main object in this backtracking was to see if he didn't have weapons or tools or utensils
or something, that he had left. We were interested in that kind of
thing. If we could have found a bow and arrow or a spear we
would have been happy about it. But we found nothing, and with
our dogs to guide us we were on his trail continually and
thoroughly.
Now when he was brought back to Oroville, he was here for
several days, and kept in the jail yards where the crowds got too
big to have him inside. You'd be surprised how people wanted
to see him. Newspapers called him the Wild Man of Oroville or
California's last Wild fndian. Even from far off St. Louis came a
telegram, stating that a woman back there wanted to marry him,
but the truth of the matter was she just wanted to put him on
exhibition. There was still another telegram from another man

who had a carnival, and he wanted to get a hold of Ishi so he
could put him on show. But the agent for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs let it be known very shortly that anyone putting this
Indian on exhibition would be prosecuted.
After Ishi got over being scared, he became quite friendly and
ate real good. The officers offered to take him around town for
a walk, but he seemed to think he was safe in the jail, and
wouldn't leave. He just sat there and stared at the people, probably more human beings than he had ever seen in his whole life
before.
Someone brought down another Indian from Tehama County,
thinking he could talk to Ishi and maybe interpret. That Indian's
name was Batwi. But he and Ishi didn't get along very good.
\Vhen they first met, they were very strange, something like two
fighting cats glaring at each other. But gradually they learned to
get along, and I think could talk together a little.
People wonder how Ishi got his name, and there's a little controversy about it. The true fact is that he did not get his name
at the University of California at Berkeley where they took him
to study his ways and his talk. He got it right here in the jail
at Oroville. Everybody coming in would be curious and ask, "Who
is he?" or "What is he?" So finally they just cut off the "who" and
the "what" and said is-he or Ishi. I've heard he was named Ishi
because that word means "man" and maybe it does in some
Indian language. But I've given the true story of how he really
got the name. [For another version, see Kroeber, op. cit., p. 127.]
The last time I saw Ishi was when he was taken off to the
University. It was at the W. P., or Western Pacific, depot here in
Oroville. I remember how he was standing on the platform, looking puzzled, wearing a checkered suit with a straw hat on. He
also had shoes, which were of a very large size, but he was holding them in his hands. I watched him when the train whistled 29
and showed in sight coming from the east, then slowed and
stopped with steam hissing. Ishi had an expression on his face
that was-well, I wondered what he was thinking about. Was he
afraid he was going to the happy hunting grounds? or what?
Anyhow he boarded the- train and that was the last time that I
ever saw Ishi, except for what I read in the papers.
Now, I've told you this story in order to clarify the capture of
him, which has been exaggerated so many times; but this is the
true story of how we found Ishi.

O!<Et;01t E'P'Jf!,/1 Lettt!lf, 7~at pfWted /I•Mtea
RAY A. BILLINGTON
Senior Research Associate, Huntington Library
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ALL AMERICAN HISTORY no single letter accomplished
such impossible wonders as that penned on January 19, 1833, by
an educated Wyandot Indian named William Walker to his friend,
Gabriel P. Disosway, 1 a New York merchant. For the letter set off
a chain reaction of events which added the Pacific Northwest to
the United States.
The "Oregon Country" had been claimed since the late 1700s
by E ngland and the United States and held in joint occupation
by the treaty of 1818. Each nation hoped its own unique weapon
would bring a victory- commercial ambitions of its merchants for
Britain, the expansive power of its frontiersmen for the United
States.
Britain had the advantage with its all-powerful Hudson's Bay
Company that overran the Columbia River with its fur trappers,
then in 1824 established the formidable Fort Vancouver on the
north bank.~ And British farmers were busily converting lush lands
bordering Puget Sound into well-tilled fields that symbolized
permanent occupation.
For the United States, prospects of deflecting settlers to the
Pacific Northwest were dimmed by Texas, recently opened to
American pioneers by Mexico. And Congress ridiculed pleas of
Dr. John Floyd, from Virginia,:; for the westward extension of
Ame1:ican protection as impracticable or even dangerous. The
Rocky Mountains, it was said, would serve as a perpetual barrier
between the few wild savages foolish enough to settle on the
Pacific's shores and the civilized East.
After the defeat of Dr. Floyd's bill, his mantle as tub thumper
0 This article was suggested by Dr. Frederick A. Maser, of Philadelphia, for the P-H Scrapbooka section where readers share significant articles remembered with affection. It is from Together,
November, 1959; © 1959 by Lovick Pierce, publisher; and is used by permission of the Methodist

Publishing House.

for Oregon fell on an eccentric New England schoolmaster named
Hall Jackson Kelly.4 He loosed a flood of books, pamphlets, petitions to Congress, and letters during the 1820s- with little success.
Not even the churches were interested in the Northwest. In
1829, the Rev. Jonathan Green journeyed up from Hawaii, but was
unimpressed. His chill report to the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions pictured the Indians as so savage
that no missionary could survive among them.
Then came the unbelievable combination of circumstances that
inspired William Walker to write his famous letter. In October,
1831, three Nez Perce and one Flathead Indian reached St. Louis
from beyond the "Stony Mountains" to satisfy their curiosity concerning the white man's way of life. 5 Pitching their tepees, they
spent some months viewing the exciting wonders and talking with
Gen. William Clark, superintendent of Indian affairs, who with
:Vleriwether Lewis had visited their country during the famous
expedition 26 years before.
1

Gabriel Poillon Disosway ( 1799-1868), a graduate of Columbia College,
lived for a while in Virginia where he was a founder of Randolph-Macon
College ( 1832) . Though a successful merchant, he contributed to various
periodicals and authored The Earliest Churches of New York arul its
Vicinity ( 1865) .

2

In 1670 Charles II granted a charter to "Gentlemen Adventurers Trading
into Hudson's Bay," which became a mercantile giant still prospering as
the Hudson's Bay Co. Its Fort Vancouver- named for George Vancouver,
( 1757-98), an English navigator and explorer-is today Fort Vancouver
National Mounment, and well worth a visit by anyone interested in the
trapping era of Western U.S. history.

3

John Floyd ( 1783-1837) is credited with first proposing in Congress ( 1821)
the occupation and territorial organization of the Oregon country, which
had been explored by his boyhood friend William Clark, with Meriwether
Lewis. Floyd, a States Rights Democrat, also served Virginia as governor
and in 1832 was supported by South Carolina for the presidency.

4

Harvard-educated Hall Jackson Kelly ( 1790-1874) was a schoolmaster, textbook author, surveyor, and devout Baptist. "In the year 1817," he wrote,
" ' the word came expressly to me' to go and labor in the field of philanthropic enterprise and promote the propagation of Christianity in the dark
and cruel places about the shores of the Pacific." And he did his best.

5

The original Advocate account mentioned "'three chiefs from the Flat-head
nation" and a fourth who had recently died. Research indicates that only
one of the four was a Flathead, three being Nez Perce. In 1805 Lewis and
Clark visited the Nez Perce-a tribe later famous for Chief Joseph.
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lipp,.,· .~rt.d~ky, Jtr~t.. 10, Hl33.
l.h4, Fn«ntl:-\"uur lut )tJttcr, d~t.eti f';"JV. J·l,
CILIM duly Vl h&Jiti.
The husin93s part 111 anw1.er.
ed ia IUlother coramuniCRliOn whtrh tlltnc-lo..ed.

I d~eply regret that I have llarl no opportuntty
of anllwertnj{ your very rn.ndly lctt•.•r io 1\ mnnnl.'r
that wuu!J I)~ ~"l.l"lar.tory to my,.el(; nnither cat,
1 now, owLng to a Wi\nt of time and a retirttd placfl,
wherl! I <"an write undieturbed.
I will hP.ro relate an anecdote, if I may 110 call
it. lrnrncdiatr.ly afl.P.r we landed in l't. l.o11i~. nn
our way to th•! wr.,;t, I proc:Peded to c;l'n. Cluk••'t~,
,;upcrint.f)ntknt. of lrulilln affairs, t<1 pree~:nL our let·
terl! t'f Introduction rrnm th•! llecretnry of war, end
to ~cei,·o tho r<o.mro lrorn him to thl' •hfft,rent ln.
dio.n ngPntll in the uppor country. WhilP. in hiH
office 1\lld trnnPIIctin~ busm•'flll wtth l11rn, hr> Informed m•! r.hat thror. chiefs from the lo'lnt-ll<!ad
n:1tinn wcro in hi11 hoHsl', anti WE're quite ~ick, Rnd
thnt on•! (the fourth) hlld dicrl u few d11ys ago. Th•·y
from the w•!Mt ofthe l~ockr MountlltnH. Cu.
rto~ity promptrd rnu to HtCp 11110 the odjoinin!?'
room t•1 .. co them, hllYing nevP.r seen any, hut
ot)•!n ln!ard nftlu·m. I 1\'ll~ Hlru~·k wtth th~ir o.pr~l!rance. Tht!y f!itf··r ill llJIPI'IIrancc from nny
triloc ·of ·Indian!'! I httvc cl·t•r 1111'!n: lltttU:Il tn
~IF.", dPiirlltdy formed. 11ma!l limt>~. anrl thP. m~111t
t! :ul't 10vmmot rr t hrnu~h011t, I'X<'f' pt tltP. heed.
I
hi\AI al~·llyH toutipoMed from their bein~ called" .1-'la.t.
U'!ad!'," tlull th~ hurl w&!l ~ctually f\111 Qn the top;
hut thi!' i'l4 not t~~~s~ Thl' h•.> ld i~ flattenetl

'''Ne

thus:

~

FNin thl'!. pomt of lhP noel' to tl,,. npf'X of the
llcatl, tbere i• a pemctlltnlightline, the protuber.
&nee ofthe forehead i• flatt.l'acd or le1·dled . YmJ
may form 110me idea of the ~thape of their hf'ade
from the rou~h akvtch I hav~ matle with the pc:n,
thouuh I conlc11 I ha1·e drawn most too lou" o proboacia for a tlllt-head. This i11 produced lov a
pre11urc upon th~ cmniurra wl.ailtt i1.1 infancy. 'l'he
diet a net' 1hl'v had travellctl on lout Wll.ll ncnrly
thrc~ thouFond ut1les to :h•e Gt>n. Clarlte, the1r
great f11ther. u tltcy called him,. h,e bdng the fi111t
.Amcric11n vfficort tlae)' ever becaano . acquuillted
with, on•l havinf much confid<"ncc m hun, thl'y had
come to cuu~ult hi1o u they 11aid, upon very lmpor.
tant 1011tter11. <it:>n. C. rel11ted to me the object of
their miH~iou, and, m1· dear friend, it i11 irnpos11ihl(l
for me \? dcecri~ to )·ou my feeling~ w~tle li•;cn.
ing to tw~ narraliV<t. I w1ll bt>rf' relore tt a1:1 brtclly
•• I "ell co.n. It app<'ilrt'!ll thnt "ome wh1te u1an

l;ad pt'DI!trated iAto their CI)Untry, owJ h11ppencrlto
bP. a Hpt>ctator at ooe of lheir reliiiOUH cN~mouies,
which they 11crupuloualy perform at ftctted p<•riod•.
Ho informed thotn that their rnodr. or wor:duvping
thl' auvreme Br.ing wu rlldit-ally wrong, and in.
1tead ofbt>ing acceptable anrl pleuing, it wu dill·
pleuinl{.tO him; M al11o inform(:d them thnt the whit~t
people qway toW11.rd thl' riFiug of tlu~ 11un hlld been
vul in posse11Rinn oft ht• tru'! rno,lc •)f wnrllhippinJ
the ~rf!at ~pirit. They hatl a book. containing dt.
rf!t:tton!l how tn condu<"t tlll'ml'elvt•~ in ordP.r to r.n .
joy hi,. f~tvor 1\Ad hold com·crle with him ; and
With thiN gu1d~, no one ne•~d go 111tray. but every
one that would follow the d•rec•iont~ laid down
there, <'Ouid l'njuy, in thif! lifl', hill f~tvor, &nd aflN
death 1\'(•ltltl b+: n·ceivcd into the ruuntrY "'ht:>rc. the
grf!at S;mit rl'~td .... , and liv<' for e\·cr \~·it!l him.
L'puu receivinv tLis; iul;•rnllltion, th~?y ctLIIed n
nntt~>nal count:ii tc• take th :s subiro<'t into coll~i .
d\•rutioo . Soml! 111aid, tf thill bt:l trl;r., it 111 cer~ainly
ltigh time we w·:~ rut m p041ECRIIi"n nf th!ij mod•!,
1\Dd ;;· vur mod(: ofworehi)JJ.IIOg' h~ wrong '\nd tli~
plt!olling to till' great ~J.Iirtt, 1t 1~ timC' we hnd laid
it asid~. wo mu11t know l':lm!lthin.r more 11hout t hi~,
it to~ a mtLttcr that CJwnot h"! put off, the ~ooncr we
kn•>w it th~ h<-ttc r.
Th<'y nrr,ordin}!ly deputed
four of thc;r ch1efs to prcceed "to Ht . f.,.uis to ~cc
their ~e11t f11th•·r, Gen. Cluke, to tn']uire •·f h1111,
ha1· in~ no dm1ht but he wo11ld tdl th--m th<.> whole
tr111 h ahout. at.
Th<'y arm·ecl II! ~t. Lou i~ and prt'84)nt ctl t h"m·
eehef! to Gen. C. The IILltcr Willi 11omcl\·hat putzlt:d ~ing PCne1hlc of the T-:'5Ponelbil it,r thl\t rc~ted
nn hnn ; he hnwcvcr prnc·t·•~dod hy informing th•:m
that wh\t thl"y hnd lw:r.n V•ltl hy .t.hc w~1ite mnn 111
their en n country.~~ -tf11e. T~o went mtn a
rruccin~t hi.,lorv nf m11.n, froro hi~< crcatioo down til
tbe ~tJ,ent of ihe Saviour; wpl&Jneli to rhe1n 1111
tl~ mnral ~ret(! pt. conwned tn the Bibl~. oxpoun<J.
,.,j to th"!m the d~ll.lngue.
Informed thtm of the
1111 \"!:lit ...,f t hi! N\ \our, l1i11 Jif,~. precepte, hi A de 11th,
res11rre<:tioo, uccnl!ir.n, Hnrl the rfl}aJ ion he now
~Ut.nde to mao 811 a rucdiatl)r- tbat bo will judga
I ho worlti, &r. .
Poor fcllow11, they were uot all JX'rmitted to ro.
turD home to th!!ir people with the int.olli!;,.nC~ .
Two dif!d in ~t. Loui11, 11nd the rr.m a ininll' two,
thou,.h ~om•what indilpoted, eeti)Ut for their na.
ll\'0 rantl.
\Vhcth,.r they r~ached home or not, Ill
no:-t known. Thl! chon6:f! of climdo and diet ope .
rtncd vory aev<"rl'ly upon their hclllth. The1r Ol{)t
whtn at home i11 chidl1 V"!~tables and fl11h.
If they died on th~lr way home, poli.Ce be to their
mann ! They •lied iuquire111 after tho 1ruth. I wu
informed tnatth~ Fl•t-Head1, u a nallon, have t hv
fewest VIC.C5 ofa.ny t.ribe of Indians on tbe continent
of Amerin.
I had just c,ncl14ded I would 111 v thi s rough and un.
couth •croll ui•l• nnd revise it be'fo~ (would eMd It,
but if I lay a11ide you will hever receive it; 1110 I will
eend it to you just as it 1~. "with llll it. 1m perf~
tiona," hopinr tl1at you may be able to deciphPr 1t.
You are at liberty to make wb&L use you pletso of
it.
YoW's in haste,

-

G. P.

Disos~M~.y.

&,.

WM. WuKV\.

t Chn. Clnrke accoompol\i,. ~ in·
chroueh these pqion~

his

travels
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Probably they discussed religion with the general, for Clark was
a pious man. And the Indians had almost certainly heard of
Christianity from Catholic Iroquois who visited their viliage and
from a "Spokane Garry" who was then instructing his fellow
Spokane tribesmen in rites of the Church of England.G
While they were still in St. Louis, William Walker arrived to
arrange for the transferring of his Wyandots from Ohio to a nearby reservation.'
Fourteen months later, drawing on his own piety and a fertile
imagination, he wrote Disosway that the four Indians had made
their wearisome journey to ask for the white man's "Book of
Heaven" and for missionaries. Disosway promptly sent this letter
to the Christian Advocate and ]ournal,H and there it was published
on March 1, 1833.
Results were spectacular. The Walker letter was reprinted in
virtually every religious magazine and newspaper in the United
States and echoed in pulpits with glowing pleas for the "Wise
Men from the West" who had tramped 2,000 miles in quest of
the Holy Word. They were pictured as pausing in St. Louis to
utter a last pathetic message:
"We are going back the long, long trail to our people. When we
tell them, after one more snow, in the big council that we did not
bring back the Book, no word will be spoken by our old men, nor
by our young braves. One by one they will rise up and go out in
silence. Our people will die in darkness, and they will go on the
long path to other hunting grounds. No white man will go with
them, and no Book of Heaven to make the way plain. We have
no more words."
Actually two of the Indians died while in St. Louis and were
buried within the Catholic Church, another succumbed to disease
while ascending the Missouri by steamboat. Only one Nez Perce
survived to report his adventure to his people. 'Villiam Walker's
letter had done more to arouse interest in the Oregon country than
all the propaganda of Congressman Floyd and Hall Jackson Kelley.
So many contributions poured into the offices of the Christian
Advocate and Journal that the Methodist Missionary Society, which
had been founded in 1820, planned an Oregon Mission. The leader
selected was the Rev. Jason Lee, a 30-year-old stripling.!) In the
autumn of 1834 he and four companions reached the Hudson's
Bay Company's Fort Vancouver. The commander of that post, Dr.

John McLoughlin/" was determined to keep the m1sswnaries out
of the Indian country where they would interfere with his trade,
so he persuaded Lee to settle in the rich Willamette Valley. Later,
Lee diverted his ministry from Indians to settlers and laid founda tions for wha-t became \Villamette University at Salem.
The Methodist success was contagious. Within two years two
missions had been established by Presbyterians through the American Board, one among the Cayuse Indians at Waiilatpu, Wash.,
under the Rev. Marcus Whitman, 11 the other at the Nez Perce
6

To whom credit should go for inspiring the Indians to go to St. Louis is a
question not likely ever to be answered to everyone's satisfaction. The possibility that it was devout Jedediah Smith was apparently first suggested
by Edwin L. Sabin in Kit Carson Days (Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co.,
1914) p. 140. His case is strongly urged by Don M. Chase in his study
He Opened the West ... (Crescent City, Calif.: Del Norte Press, 1958) .
1 am told Sarah Tucker's The Rainbow of the North, published in
1851, said the five [sic] Indians ventured to St. Louis because of one
Spokane Garry (1811-92). He was among the Indians sent by Governor
Simpson, of Hudson's Bay Co., to the Red River Missionary School at Fort
Garry, now Winnipeg. He is said to have returned to his people, the
Spokane Indians, in 1832- which if true rather militates against his being
the inspiration for the 1831 trip, though he did introduce a form of worship
which spread rapidly among his people. For a bibliography see "The Case
of Spokane Garry" by William S. Lewis in The Bulletin of the Spokane
Historical Society, January, 1917.
7 John Stewart, parr Wyandot, Negro, and white, sang and preached for
the Methodists among the Wyandots at Upper Sandusky, Ohio, in 1815which led to formation of the missionary society in 1820 in which Disosway
was interested. 'Vhen the Wyandots were removed to Kansas in 1832, their
mission was re-established as the Shawnee Mission at Kansas City, where
the school building is now a state museum.
8 The Christian Advocate, established in 1826, still exists in two variants,
one under the old name as a professional journal for pastors, the other as
Together, a family magazine. Both are published at Park Ridge, Ill.
9 The Jason Lee ( 1803-1845) story is told in Jason Lee, Prophet of the New
Oregon by Cornelius J. Brosnan (New York: Macmillan Co., 1932). It
opens with a chapter discussing "The Flathead Deputation." Lee's bride
died in childbirth while he was east.
10 Benign but forceful Dr. John McLoughlin ( 1784-1857) headed the Hudson's Bay Company's Fort Vancouver. Here he befriended m.a ny Americans
- including Jedediah Smith, straggling in after the massacre of most of his
party in 1828 on the Umpqua River.
11 Dr. Marcus Whitman ( 1802-47) a medical missionary under PresbyterianCongregational auspices, actively encouraged settlement in Oregon. With

his wife Narcissa and others he was murdered by the Cayuse Indians in
1847.
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Once begun, the emigrant tide on the Oregon Trail
was irresistible; 1600 wagons passed one point in 1852.
"Crossing the Great American Desert in Nebraska" titled
this tinted print in Henry Howe's popular The Great West (1851).
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village of Lapwai, Idaho, where the Rev. Henry H. Spalding 1 ~
commanded a small band of zealous workers. Catholics invaded
the region in 1838 when Francois Blanchet 1 :l arrived from Quebec.
There were few converts among Indians, but each mission became the center for white settlers. In the Willamette Valley, for
example, a traveler in 1840 found about 120 farms tilled by 500
settlers, producing 35,000 bushels of wheat yearly.
Lee, Whitman, and others wrote glowing letters of the lush
Willamette Valley and newspapers printed them. On fund-raising
tours, Lee spoke to 40,000- inflaming them with "the Oregon
Fever." By 1840 scarcely a literate person in the Mississippi Valley
but had heard of the rich soils, gentle climate, free lands, and
ready markets available in the Willamette Valley.
In 1843 the migration reached flood tide, and by 1846 some
5,000 Americans were living in the Willamette Valley. All were

aggressively eager to secure a stable government that would protect their lives and property. This could be achieved, they loudly
asserted, if the United States extended its jurisdictions over the
whole Oregon Country.
Here was an explosive international conflict in the making, for
England's Hudson's Bay Company was still in firm possession of
the disputed region between the Columbia River and the 49th
parallel, the northernmost limit of the United States' claim. To
make matters worse, President James K. Pdk had been elected in
1844 on a platform to win "all of Oregon" for his countrymen.l 4
\Var seemed certain to result.
In this tense situation, the Hudson's Bay Company suddenly
shifted headquarters from Fort Vancouver to Fort Victoria, on
Vancouver Island, thus signaling its willingness to surrender territory north of the Columbia River. Prices of pelts dropped when
silk hats became more stylish than beaver hats in Europe, but a
more important reason for the move was the company's fear that
the 5,000 frontier-hardened Americans would come storming across
the Columbia and burn to the ground the tinder-dry Fort Vancouver with trading goods worth 100,000 pounds (today about
$240,000.)
Leaders of both nations sighed their relief when news of this
move reached their capitals. Britain had no desire to fight over a
distant land of little immediate use, so formally offered to put the
boundary at the 49th parallel. The final treaty, ratified on June
15, 1846, was a complete victory for the United States.
It was also a tribute to the Walker letter. More than any other
factor, it had jarred Americans from their lethargy and set in motion the train of events that added the Pacific Northwest to the
Union.
12 Henry H. Spalding ( 1803-1874) and wife went to Oregon with Whitman in
1836. He is credited with introducting printing and agriculture, as well as
carrying on religious activities.
13 Francois Norbert Blanchet (1795-1883), educated in Quebec, became acquainted with fur traders while a missionary near Montreal, and there
heard of Catholic Iroquois who had settled in Oregon. He was welcomed
in the Willamette Valley by the French and halfbreed settlers, and attended
the five Indians executed for supposed complicity in the Whitman murder.
In 1846 he was made archbishop of the newly established see of Oregon
City.

14 James King Polk (1795-1849) was the Democratic "dark horse" who became the eleventh U.S. President ( 1845-49).
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FRAY CRESPI'S
FAREWELL
OLD SPAIN

To

JusTIN G. TuRNER
Author, Bibliophile, Businessman
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TWO NAMES will be held high in California next year as it
celebrates the bicentennial of the coming of men in armor and in
cassocks who brought Hispanic civilization. These two are Portola
and Serra.
Gaspar de Portola ( 1734-84) commanded the military in that
extraordinary expedition of 1769; Fray Junipero Serra ( 1713-84),
who was brilliantly characterized in the spri~g issue of THE PACIFIC
HISTORIAN by Father Maynard Geiger, led those who would string
21 missions up the coast. But knowledgeable celebrants will not
overlook Serra's steadfast friend Crespi, whose diaries tell the dayto-day story of the cavalcade as it fumbled its way northward.
Fray Juan Crespi (1721-82), like Serra's biographer Fray Francisco Pal6u ( 1722-89), was one of Serra's students from the Isle of
Mallorca in Old Spain. A glimpse of his character shows through
a letter, which I have been fortunate to acquire and now gladly
share. Written Christmas Eve, 1749, as Crespi was leaving for
America, it was to Judge Miguel Serra y Maure at Palma:
In the name of Jesus and Mary.
Senor D[o]n Miguel. May the grace of the divine spirit be with us, etc.
I trust this will find you, in the company of my lady Dona Coloma and all

the family, in that perfect health you all must wish, while mine, God be
thanked, is good and I offer it for matters of greatest service to him. I wish
to inform your excellencies that since we arrived at Cadiz on St. Matthew's
Day [September 21st] I, as well as my companions, have been in good health
and now at last the much-awaited day has arr-ived for leaving Cadiz the 26th
of December, on our journey to the College of San Fernando in Mexico.
Eleven priests and two lay-brothers are leaving on a merchant ship, the
"Tallapiedra"; a very large ship carrying 30 cannon, with a belly so huge
all the hardwood in Mallorca would not be sufficient to repair it.·
The King pays 225 pesos for each of the missionaries from Cadiz to Veracruz. The distance from Cadiz to Veracruz is 2,000 leagues and I know that
even with favorable wind it should take at least 65 days to reach the port
of Veracruz, and from there to Mexico eighty leagues by land. Therefore, we
three Mallorcans who are leaving- myself, Father Letor Verger, and Father
Guillermo Vicens- beg you to remember us in your prayers, committing us
to the protection of our Lord and our Lady, that we be permitted to reach
our destination in safety and free of dangers; while we, unworthy as we are,
will remember you in our daily sacrifices. And although I am an unworthy
priest, I never fail, as it is my duty, to ask our Lord with all my heart
every day to preserve your excellencies and the rest of the family, and to
grant you all the years he may will under his continued favor and protection, and that all may later be happy together in eternal glory, Amen.
Please give my regards to your mother, Dona Juana, and ask her to do us
the kindness to remember us in her prayers. In a letter from my parents I
learned of the departure for Sardinia of my uncle, Fr. Juan, which I much
regretted; but blessed be our Lord and holy obedience that decides what is
best. This is all I have to communicate.
Goodbye, goodbye, goodbye! May God guard you and I pray that he may
keep you in good health. From this Mission house, Cadiz, December 24,1749.
By the hand of your servant,
Fr. Juan Crespi, unworthy priest
who kisses your hand
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After a career in Old Mexico, Crespi in 1767 went to Baja California to take charge of a mission. There in 1769 he joined the
Portola expedition north, finally reaching 81l.n Francisco Bay. The
next year Crespi founded Mission San Carlos Borromeo at Carmel.
When he died New Year's Day, 1782, he was buried there; two
years later at Serra's request his own remains were laid beside
those of his loyal friend whose warm optimistic spirit had so often
buoyed him in moments of discouragement.
Crespi's journals in English are in Fray Juan Crespi, Missionary
Explorer on the Pacific Coast, 1769-72 (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1927) . Edited by Dr. Herbert Eugene Bolton,
they are a prime source of background for the bicentennial which
California will so earnestly and gratefully celebrate next year.

Joe Scheuerle, Indian Portraitist
"Friend Joe," scribbled artist Charles M. Russell in a 1912 letter

to Joseph Scheuerle, his painting pal on a sketching sashay in
Montana: 'We have just received you pictures and they are shure
dandys an I want to thank you for them and all so the tom tom."
By 1920 Russell's mastery of action and his looser style had won
national acclaim as "the cowboy artist." With camaraderie of old
and his inimitable disregard of spelling and syntax, in another of
the five illustrated letters to Joe Scheuerle which are reproduced
in the book Good Medicine he chaffed his friend:
I got your letter and paintings they were wonderful from an artistick
standpoint not quite bold enough in stroke. Youd have don better with a
hay knife It would give you more teck neque maby that aint spelt right
but you savy.

Friend Joe, however, was a lithographer concerned with authentic details. Born in Vienna in 1873, he was fascinated by Indians.
Until he died in 1947, his home, in Chicago or South Orange, New
Jersey, was for Indians and Indian buffs a place to stop and
smoke. He studied with Frank Duveneck and J. H. Sharp, of Taos
School fame, but painting with him was a hobby only. Often he
added humorous graffitti and marginalia. The sketch above, for
example, adorns the next-page portrait of Bear Coat, a talkative
Arapahoe.
It is in a mood of pride and privilege that we present Joseph
Scheuerle-through the generous courtesy of his widow and daughter, Mrs. W. J. Grierson, now both residents of California. His
works have been exhibited but twice- in 1938 at New York's
Natural History Museum and in 1967 at the California History
Institute in Stockton. Again, Gracias! Mrs. Scheuerle and Mrs.

Grierson.-Leland D. Case
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Scheuerle favored opaque watercolors. He did this sketch
of the strong-featured Bear Coat, an Arapahoe, in Wyoming in 1917.
(All pictures in this feature copyrighted, 1968, by Mrs. W. J . Grierson .)

A quizzical expression on the face of Mrs. Lone Wolf,
a Cheyenne, caught the artist's eye at Busby, Montana, in 1911.

John Sitting Bull, son of the famous Hunkpapa Sioux
medicine man killed by Indian police in the 1890 Messiah War.

With the Flatheads, 1913:
three artists, Scheuerle,
Russell, Kreighoff, and
Linderman, an author.
Below: Chief Ka Ka She.

Her hair-do shows Quemaynema, Hopi
maiden at Oraibi, Arizona, to be unmarried.

Scheuerle provided props
for Wolf Man, this Flathead who
sat a bit grimly but also picturesquely.

Two New Chernykh Letters
JAMES R. GIBSON
Assistant Professor of Geography,
York University, Ontario, Canada
When Lady Luck smiles, winsome things happen! At the
University of Washington is Gunnar I. Roden who researches Western U.S. Weather. An 1841 German study,
he noted, quoted a Russian report on California climate.
No American library had it, but a Helsinki University
library supplied a photocopy. It was Chernykh's 1841 report on farming at Fort Ross. We knew nothing of itbut a chance question put to a ranger at Fort Ross brought
from his files a mimeographed copy of Roden's translation.
Allen Welts, California State Parks Historian, gave permission-so we published it (winter, 1967). Historians
were excited. Now via Canada comes a scholarly sequeltwo more hitherto unknown Chernykh letters.- Eos.
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THE
INTEREST GENERATED by the recent appearance in
this journal of an obscure account of agriculture in Alta California
in 1841 by Y egor Chernykh, 1 a Russian agronomist stationed for
six years at Ross, 2 has prompted the writer to translate these two
reports by Chernykh concerning the Russian-American Company's
agricultural activities in what might be termed "Russian California ."
Though reports, they take the form of letters written in quaint
Russian by Chernykh in late 1836 to the Imperial Moscow Society

Fort Ross, started in 1812
near San Francisco by Russians,
as it looked after dismantling by
Sutter, who bought it in 1841
for $30,000. Note the fenced plots,
presumably gardens or paddocks.

of Agriculture3 and published in 1837 and 1838 in two rare journals,> the first issued by the society itself ·and the second by
Mikhail Grigoryevich Pavlov, a professor at Moscow University
and the first director of the society's agricultural school and experimental farm. Apart from the account on Alta California previously published in THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN, Chernykh wrote yet
another report on California/ but it has virtually no historical or
geographical value. A search by the writer for earlier and later
issues of these journals failed to uncover additional articles by
Chernykh. 6 His four published reports were found by the writer
1 E. L. Chernykh, "Agriculture of Upper California: A long lost account of
farming in California as recorded by a Russian observer at Fort Ross in
1841," THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN, winter 1967, pp. 10-28.
2 "Fort Ross," the present name, is Mexican or American in origin. It was
called "Ross settlement" or simply "Ross" (initially, "Slavyansk") by the
Russians. Ross, an old poetic form of Rossiya and rossiyan, meaning "Russia," was used by Derzhavin in his poem in memory of Shelekhov, so that
Ross may have been named after him.
3 This society was founded in 1819 for the purpose of promoting improved
agriculture. In 1821 it launched the Zemledelchesky zhurnal and opened
an experimental farm, and in 1822 it established an agricultural school.
4 Yegor Chernykh, "0 sostoyanii zemledeliya v selenii Rosse, v Kalifornii,"
Zemledelchesky zhurnal . . . ., No.1 (1837), pp. 343-351; Yegor Chernykh,
"Pismo iz Kalifornii ot g. Chernykh o zemledelii v s. Rosse," Russky
zemledelets . . ., Pt. 1 (1838), pp. 114-117.
5 [Yegor Chernykh], "lzvestiya iz Kalifornii" ["News from California"].
Zemledelchesky zhurnal . .. , No. 4 (1839), pp. 142-144.
6 However, there may be some unpublished material by Chernykh in the
Gosudarstvenny istorichesky arkhiv Moskovskoy oblasti (State Historical

Archive of Moscow Oblast), which contains documents on the Imperial
Moscow Society of Agriculture.
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in the Lenin Library of Moscow and the Public Library of Leningard in 1964-1965, when he was researching his dissertation as an
exchange student. In addition, he found some biographical data on
Chernykh in the Central State Historical Archive in Leningard.
Unfortunately, no portrait of Chernykh is known to exist.
Yegor Chernykh was born in northern Kamchatka around 1800,
the halfbreed son of a Russian priest and a Kamchadal ( Itelmen)
woman. On the . recommendation of Captain Rikard, Nachalnik
(Commandant) of Kamchatka (1817-1822), who regarded agricultural development as his primary duty, Chernykh and another
protege, Lazarev, went to Moscow in 1823 to enroll in the Moscow
Agricultural School, which had just been opened by the Imperial
Moscow Society of Agriculture.
Their five years of schooling were financed by a well-to-do
patron, perhaps by the "most virtuous Prince Dmitry Vladimirovich" mentioned in Chernykh's letter of December 7/18.7 Upon
graduation in 1827, Chernykh and Lazarev returned to Kamchatka
in 1828 to assist the horticulturalist Johann Rider, who had been
hired to propagate agriculture, especially gardening, in the peninsula. Rider died in 1833 and was replaced by Chernykh.
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Meanwhile, in 1830, with the financial support of the Russian
Government and the Imperial Moscow Society of Agriculture, the
shareholding Kamchatka Agricultural Company was formed by
Nachalnik Golenishchev to develop agriculture in the peninsula.
This event represented another in a long series of futile official
attempts to make Kamchatka self-sufficient in foodstuffs in order
to reduce the expense of importation. At any rate, Chernykh and
Rider became two of the company's three directors. The company's
hopes were soon dashed by repeated crop failures, caused by early
frost and insufficient labor, and in 1840 the company was dissolved.
While Lazarev remained in Kamchatka to become a drunkard in
the early 1840s, Chernykh, who had authored and co-authored
several accounts of agriculture in the peninsula, 8 entered the service of the Russian-American Company as an agronomist. As early
as 1834 the Economic Department of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs had recommended that either Chernykh or Lazarev be
transferred from Kamchatka to Russian California, ".. . where
there is also the prospect of expanding agriculture . . . ."9

This prospect had been propounded by several observers, notably by Baron Von Wrangell, Governor of Russian America (18301835), who had reconnoitered Russian California in 1833. Ross
had been founded partly in order to produce foodstuffs for
Alaska, but agriculture in Russian California had failed to yield
much surp'lus. At the same time Yankee skippers proved irregular
provisioners of Alaska, as well as bothersome poachers, while overland provisionment via Siberia and overseas provisionment round
the world were lengthy and costly. Consequently, the RussianAmerican Company from 1817 had relied for provision on trade
with Alta California, whose thriving missions offered plenty of
wheat and beef. But this source dwindled in the middle 1830s
with the secularization of the missions and the breakdown of the
government, so that the company had to look elsewhere.
Apparently Russian California was seen as a potential alternate
source, but agriculture here would have to be expanded, preferably
inland from the foggy coast and under expert supervision. Y egor
Chernykh was hired to provide such supervision. He left Kamchatka in mid-1835 and, sailing via Nova-Arkhangelsk (Sitka) ,1°
he arrived at Ross in early 1836. Late that year he wrote the
7 Tsentralny gosudarstvenny istorichesky arkhiv v Leningrade (Central State
Historical Archive in Leningrad), fond 1,264 ( Sibirsky komitet). This reference is not more specific because it is recalled from memory. At the time
the writer was using this fond for other purposes, and the incidental information on Chemykh was not recorded.
8 D. K. Chemykh, "Kratkoye istoricheskoye obozrenie zemledeliya v Kamchatke" ["Brief Historical Review of Agriculture in Kamchatka"], Zem
ledelchesky zhumal . .., No. 1 (1833), pp. 106-112; Ye. Chemykh, "Pismo
iz Kamchatki" ["Letter from Kamchatka"], Molva, November 4/16, 1832,
pp. 354-355; Nachalnik Golenishchev and Chinovniki Lazarev and Chemykh,
"lzvestiya iz Kamchatki o sredstvakh predprinimayemykh k ulushcheniyu v
onoy Selskavo Khozyaistva" ["News from Kamchatka on the Means Undertaken toward the Improvment of Agriculture There"], Zem.ledelchesky
zhumal .. ., No. 29 (1830), pp. 219-246; Nachalnik Golenishchev, Direktory Rider, Chemykh, and Paderin, and Chinovnik Lazarev, "0 deistviyakh Kamchatskoy zemledelcheskoy kompanii" ["Concerning the Activities
of the Kamchatka Agricultural Company"], Zemledelchesky zhurnal . . .,
No. 1 (1833), pp. 579-606.
9 Tsentralny gosudarstvenny istorichesky arkhiv v Leningrade, fond 1, 264,
opis 1, delo 168, 11. 271-271 reverso.
10 Yegor Chemykh, "0 vydelyvanni i krashenii olenikh shkur v Kamchatke,
s opisaniyem ostrovo Sitkhi v severnoy Amerike" ["Concerning the Curing

and Dyeing of Reindeer Hides in Kamchatka, with a Description of Sitka
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following letters, which, though long overlooked, remain among
the best sources on Russian California's agriculture.
CONCERNING THE STATE OF AGRICULTURE
AT THE ROSS SETTLEMENT, IN CALIFORNIA.
(A
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LETTER TO THE BusiNEss DmEcrOR OF THE SociETY).

I am finally writing to you from California, from the settlement
of Ross; what an awful distance! I left Novoarkhangelsk in late
November [early December] 11 of 1835; I arrived at Ross on January 14 [25] of 1836.
Your doubt about the Company's methods for the establishment
of permanent agriculture, and even for its provisionment, is very
just. And now, with little cultivated land, the shortage of hands is
stopping many undertakings . To crown everytlting, on the site
where Ross is located, with the present high pay of the workers
and the poor harvests, it very often happens that it is not worthwhile to farm; the reasons for this are partially described in my
previous letter. 12
Twenty verstas [just over thirteen miles] inland from Ross there
are truly blessed plains: the best lands, a variety of timber, rivers
with fish, lakes; fogs would not be able to affect the crop there.
These places are not yet occupied by the Californians. If permitted to occupy them, the Company, even with present means,
would not only come to provision itself abundantly with everything
in general but could send part of their produce to Kamchatka and
Okhotsk. 13
Initially the hunting of sea otters and the building of ships
were the purposes of Ross settlement. There were otters here in
abundance, but now, on the contrary, there are none whatsoever;
timber is found to be unsound for the building of ships, and that
is why attention has lately turned to the agricultural sphere at this
settlement. For this purpose the site of Ross is very unfavorable:
the main reason is the closeness of the sea, and from this the extremely damp fogs, which sometimes cover Ross for entire weeks;
their effect is especially noticeable during the blossoming of wheat,
the most delicate period of its growth.l 4 Moreover, the high mountains, covered with huge trees 15 and cut by deep, steep ravines,
leave a very limited extent of land suitable for plowland. All land
that can be cultivated is now sown, and it will be sown for a long
time because there is nothing to replace it. 16 Weeds, almost ex-
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elusively wild oats, greatly hamper the growth of wheat; it is not
possible to exterminate them by plowing two or three times on
account of the shortage of workers: with great labor they have
time to plow the land once for each sowing. Since the establishment of plowland near the Slavyanka [Russian] River, 10 verstas
[almost 7 miles] south of Ross, the pasturing of cattle on some
plowland at Ross itself has served the extermination of weeds
with much benefit. Here this is the sole weapon against weeds.
The introduction of the rotation system of agriculture [cropping
and grazing alternately] would be beneficial here if there was
more land.
All plowland is .located in various places : a desyatina [2.7 acres]
here- another there, a versta [ .66 miles] from it, and so forth, and
on such mountains that can be ascended with difficulty on horseback, let alone by cart. Moreover, it is necessary to strongly fence
every scrap of cultivated land; otherwise the more than 2,000
head of cattle destroy everything. This greatly impedes and retards the course of all work.
For want of rye seed, here only wheat is sown, which is rarely
not stricken by rust. Some rye was brought from Siberia last year
and was planted this year. It seems to me, judging by Sweden,

11

12
13

14

15
16

Island in North America"], Zemledelchesky zhurnal ... , No. 5 ( 1836), pp.
267-281.
In the nineteenth century the Julian calendar (Old Style) was twelve days
behind the Georgian calendar (New Style), but in Russian America the
difference was reduced to eleven days by the International Date Line,
which was not established until 1884.
Unfortunately, this "previous letter" was not published; at least a search of
the journals by the writer failed to find it.
Here Chernykh is probably referring to the valley of the Russian River
above Guerneville, where it begins to broaden after leaving the confines of
the Coast Range. This potential farmland was note,d by Governor Von
Wrangell in 1833.
This striking summer fog bank results from the chilling of the lower air by
the cool California current. The fog did provide condensed moisture during
the dry season, but it also retarded crop growth by keeping summer temperatures low and impeded the ripening of fruit by blocking sunlight;
moreover, the dampness was conductive to the formation of stem rust, the
main cause of wheat failure at Ross.
Among the "huge trees" that impressed Chernykh was the coast redwood,
which the Russians termed chaga.
Ross was situated atop a small marine terrace confined between the ocean
on the west and the Coast Range on the east.
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Chernykh's Rancho, from 1841 drawing by Voznesenskii.
Duflot de Mofras (Paris, 1844} said it was inland near Bodega,Aiexander Dolt, Russian-American scholar, thinks it was near Freestone.
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that rye will grow more dependably at Ross· than will wheatY
The sowing at Ross ranges from 600 to 700 puds [21,668 to
25,279 pounds] of wheat [3,611 to 4,213 bushels]; the harvest is
from 7-fold to 20-fold [the seed]. This year the harvest was the
meagerest not only at Ross but throughout California: at Ross
wheat yielded around 7-fold, but 5-fold on some desyatinas and
2-fold on others. Heavenly [two-rowed] barley, brought here by
the present Governor of the Colonies [Captain Kupriyanov],
yielded very well: from 28 pounds were reaped 28 puds [1,011
pounds or 21 bushels]; English oats, also brought last year, yielded
17-fold. The foremost cause of crop failures here is rust, which
greatly affects wheat, but it does not affect barley at all. It forms
under the following conditions: on a foggy summer day (when
the wheat is covered with dew), if suddenly at noon, at the hottest

[time of the day], the fog clears and the sun shines directly on the
wet ears and the entire stems, then a powder just like iron rust
forms first on the stem and then on · the ear. It is still more explainable by the fact that through the fog at noon a small opening
often appears, through which the sun's rays penetrate to the ears,
and the spot illuminated by the sun at this time is stricken by
rust. It is extremely infectious: beginning from the spot where
rust is introduced, the entire area is infected in accordance with
the direction of the wind. Californians always mow infected places,
but it helps little. Since the causes of rust depend upon the atmosphere, it is hardly possible to find a weapon for wheat against
this pernicious disease. If it strikes soon after kernelling, then the
grain becomes small and wrinkly, if during blossoming, then the
17 Rye needs less moisture and endures more cold than wheat, and its soil requirements are less exacting; in addition, rye is less susceptible to stem rust

than wheat.
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grain will not form at all. It does not affect grain that is fully
formed and ripe. 18
At Ross sowings begin with the first rains, meaning in winter,
that is, from late October [early November], and continue until
the middle [end] of March. Harvesting begins in July. Initially
it seemed strange to me that here there is no rain whatsoever for
5 months (from May until October); all grasses wither from the
heat, and the ground hardens and cracks in clayey places.l 9
Throughout California reaping is done with sickles and threshing
with horses in the most wretched fashion. They construct a round
threshing floor, from 5 to 8 sazhens [35 to 56 feet] in diameter,
and enclose it with a wooden or stone wall. They spread sheaves
of wheat throughout this contrived thresher to a depth of 1 to 2
arshins [28 to 56 inches]; then they drive from 70 to 150 horses
inside, and they spur them with whips, so that the kernels are
dislodged by the hoofs in constant motion. At first the poor
animals sink into the straw, until they trample it. This activity
continues for an hour or an hour and a half; then they drive out
the horses, take off the top layer of trampled straw, and throw it
out of the thresher; then they again drive in the horses, continuing
this operation until the loose sheaves spread in the thresher are
turned into chaff. They winnow this chaff and get pure wheat.
The unfortunate animals injure themselves while jumping inside
the enclosure; mare in foal frequently miscarry and often die.
However, it should be mentioned that the local wheat is very
firmly attached to the ear, so that it is hardy possible to thresh
it cleanly with flails; with horse threshing grain is left in few ears;
nevertheless, in throwing straw out of the thresher much grain is
discarded with it.
Having found what difficulty and losses grain threshing entails
at Ross, I decided to build a wooden Scottish [threshing] machine,
and, to my greatest pleasure, I finished it fairly successfully. I
built it according to the drawing and description of Mr. Flat
featured in the Agricultural Journal, with an insignificant change.
[To be concluded in the next issue-Ens.]
18

Chernykh errs in ascribing rust to the atmosphere. Rust is a fungus whose
spores are spread by the wind, with atmospheric conditions simply retarding
or hastening its formation.

19 Chernykh was accustomed to the climate of Kamchatka, where it is snowy
or rainy year round.

BANCROFT KEEPSAKE
TELLS OF DESERT TREK
Valley Of Salt, Memories Of Wine-- A
Jounal Of Death Valley, 1849, by
Louis Nusbaumer, edited by George
Koenig, with a foreword by J. S.
Holliday; photographs by Ansel Adams, and route map by Robert Becker (Berkeley: The Friends of the
Bancroft Library, University of California, 1967); index xvii, 68 pp; No.
15 in the series of Keepsakes issued
by the Friends of the Bancroft Library for its members.
Reviewer: MRs. JoHN C. PoTTs, faculty dam e, University of the Pacific,
Stockton, Calif.

This unique document is the diary
of a member of a small group of
forty-niners among those who chose
to leave a known trail to find a reported 300-rnile shortcut to the West.
The agony of lonely and dangerous
wandering in the confusing basin
and range area of Nevada and in
Death Valley is enduringly told by
Nusbaumer's accounts of terrible
days and his reveries of earlier times.
Originally written in German script,
later translated by his daughter from
two small, tom notebooks, the diary
has now been corrected, completed,
and correlated with other accounts.
The narrative parts have been carefully related to the area and times
by a historian and experienced traveler over the actual old trails.
Koenig's writing added to Nusbaum-

the whole vividly interesting.
Understanding of routes or events
of the Death Valley tragedy is not
essentially changed by this journal,
but it does supplement and elucidate
the story, especially the account
written years later by William Lewis
Manly with whose party Nusbaumer
was associated.
An informative Prologue is followed by Part I covering the journey from New York to Salt Lake
City between March 20, and the end
of September, 1849, then by Part II,
Into Death Valley, which continues
the journal for the period October
7 to March 1, 1850. A short Epilogue
satisfies the reader about further
facts of Nusbaumer's life in California.

TWO MAYA EXPLORERS
RESCUED FROM OBLIVION
Palenque: The Walker - Caddy Expedition to the Ancient ]Waya City,
1839-1840, collected and edited by
David M. Pendergast (Nonnan: University of Oklahoma Press, 1967); 213
pp., appendices, illus., and index ;
$6.95.
Revrewer: ODIE B. FAULK, Chairman
of the Division of Social Sciences, Ari-

zona Western College, Yuma, Ariz.
Pyramids overgrown with jungle
vines, alive with snakes and bats, encrusted with carved figures depicting
an ancient civilization, all in solitary

er's wann and intimate entries on

splendor far from areas of civiliza-

the days as they were lived makes

tion! Such is the stuff of romantic
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science fiction. But Palenque actually existed. First reported by Ramon
de Ordonez y Aguiar in 1784 and
periodically rediscovered in the next
half century, Palenque was the artifactual remains of a once-flourishing
lVIayan civilization in the Yucatan
peninsula. Early reports about Palenque- and they lost nothing in the
re-telling- whetted the appetites of
adventurous men, men who wanted
to see the place where heathen kings
once ruled, where strange gods demanded human sacrifice, where untold wealth might still be found.
Nearest outpost of European civilization to Palenque was Belize, British Honduras-and to Belize in 1839
came two Palenque-bound Americans, John Lloyd Stephens and Fredrick Catherwood. British pride was
stirred, so Colonel Alexander McDonald, superintendent of the colony,
ordered Patrick Walker and Lieutenant John H. Caddy to reach the
ruins ahead of the Americans. Caddy
was a Royal Artillery officer, an
artist and diarist who loved to hunt,
sketch, paint, and dream of home.
Walker was a government clerk, a
man with a strong drive for power
and position. They set out in November of 1839, at the height of the
rainy season-and succeeded despite
mosquitos, flies, logs floating in
swollen rivers, heat, even troublesome revolutionaries. Mter 144 days
on a thousand mile journey they
were back in Belize.
They had won the race but neither man profited. John Stephens, the
American, received the credit for exploration of Palenque because he
hurried into print his two-volume
Incidents of Travel in Central America,
Chiapas, and Yucuttin (1841). Caddy
unsuccessfully tried to publish his
drawings. Though subsequently destroyed in a warehouse fire in Ottawa

in 1942, they had been photographed
in 1923 by the Museum of the
American Indian (New York), so fortunately were available to editor Pendergast.
The present edition consists of
Caddy's rather full diaries, plus
Walker's unimaginative official account of their trek. Regrettably, the
only map in the book, one by Caddy, is reproduced so small as to be
useless. Typographical errors, especially dates, also mar this otherwise
handsome production (see pHge 155,
for example). The book would have
benefitted had Pendergast studied
in greater depth the political situation which produced the rebellion in
Yucutan; his footnotes for this portion are inadequate. However, he
has served history well by bringing
to light these documents which rescued two brave men from an undeserved oblivion.

FUR TRADING AS
SEEN BY AN ASTOR MAN
Adventure at Astoria, 1810-1814 by

Gabriel Franchere, translated and
edited by Hoyt C. F ranchere. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1967); 190 pp., illus., index; $5.95.
Reviewer: HARRIET D. MuNNICK, research writer on the French Canadian
era in the Northwest, West Linn, Ore.

Of the three accounts written by
actual participants in the fur-trading
venture of John Jacob Astor in the
Far West, that of Gabriel Franchere
is the most tolerant in tone and
least given to dramatic elaboration.
It was also the earliest to be written,
while events were still in sharp
focus. First edited in French by
Michel Bibaud in 1820, it was un-

available to English readers until
1854, when it was translated and
edited freely by J. V. Huntington,
not from the original manuscript, but
from Bibaud's edition. This second
editing underwent a third in 1954
by Milo Quaife. It has been reprinted
by Reuben Thwaites without further
alterations.
Hoyt C. Franchere has undertaken to strip away accretions to the
simple narrative of his ancestor. Unable to examine the original manuscript now in the Toronto Public
Library, he worked from the French
version edited by Bibaud, which has
a less involved construction than
the literal rendition of French syntax
used by Huntington in the 1854
book. His goal was a diction such as
Gabriel Franchere might have used
had his native language been English
instead of French.
The result is notable for clarity
and directness. Yet it retains a certain delicacy of perception inherent
in the original journal, as, for example, Franchere's sympathy for the
man Desjarlais who had carried about
his unread letters for two years, or
the delightful experiment with redwing eggs. Where previous editors
have rearranged, interpolated, or disagreed, Hoyt Franchere includes
their variants in meticulous footnotes. An excellent biography of
Gabriel Franchere, his preface to the
1854 edition, and two supplementary
chapters of his addenda to the same
volume complete this modest-sized
book.
Gabriel Franchere's preface took
exception to the slight he felt that
Washington Irving's Astoria had cast
upon the Canadian employees and
the "pretender" clerks . Franchere believed that Irving, lacking personal
participation in the expedition, had
colored his interpretation of events

and his defense of Captain Thorn to
fit the impression his patron Astor
wished to convey. Franchere's point
of view is stoutly maintained by his
great-grandson in his own introduction to the present edition.
Most of the illustrations are reproductions and lack the vigorous
freshness of the text. Two are so
obviously mislabeled "N o r t h e a s t
Coast" in place of "Northwest Coast"
that the reader may readily dismiss
the errors as printer's slips. The rarely seen and vital portrait of Gabriel
Franchere, however, redeems any
lack of originality in the other illustrations.
By an unpretentious charm of style
and directness of diction, this new
edition updates Franchere's classic
Narrative to modem standards. It is a
good book- a revision long overdue.

30 QUALITY WESTERNS
CORRALED IN ONE BOOK
Great Western Short Stories, edited
by J. Golden Taylor. Introduction by
Wallace Stegner. (Palo Alto : American West Publishing Co., 1967); 572
pp., $11.50.
Reviewer: CHARLES CLERc, Associate
Professor of English, University of the
Pacific, Stockton, Calif.

This excellent anthology fulfills two
worthwhile functions: its stories present a richly varied panorama of past
and present life in the American
\Vest, and its scope serves to mitigate
the longstanding critical notion that
Western literature is merely regional.
The editor has quite skilfully formulated ten categories for the 30 stories
of his selection. Ethnic and occupational differences, geographical demarcations, and a chronological progression are established in the re-
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suiting groups of ¢rees. This structure, in tum, is a convenient way
to distinguish thematic subject and
characterization, as may be readily
discerned in these titles: Indians,
Mountain Men and Troopers, Treasure Seekers and Tricksters, Enterpreneurs and Gamblers, Outlaws and
Lawmen, Cowboys and Horsemen,
Ranchers and Homesteaders, Farmers and Townspeople, Hunters and
Hunted, and Contemporary Westerners. The headnotes for these sections
are brief, informative, and also well
handled.
The range of writers represented
in this collection is considerable.
Craftsmen whose mainstay was popular Western fiction include Max
Brand, Bret Harte, and Eugene Manlove Rhodes. Among more artful
practitioners of the genre are Walter
Van Tilburg Clark, Paul Horgan,
and Conrad Richter. Yet another
source that · has been tapped are
major figures like Mark Twain, Willa
Cather, and Stephen Crane whose
Western writing comprises distinct
phases in their careers. Then there
are contributions by writers such as
Katherine Anne Porter, John Steinbeck, and William Saroyan who are
not ordinarily associated with the
Western. The foregoing lists omits
fourteen other writers of varied talents.
In spite of the diversification of
authorship and subject matter, the
anthology reveals a surprising homogeneity in the total impression of the
West as a vital and vibrant force in
the country. This is not to say that
unified experience is a result, for
there are simply too many Wests
west of the Missouri to produce any
cohesive cultural tradition. As Wallace Stegner suggests in his preceptive and sensitive introduction, the
only constant in the West is change,

and a significant role of this anthology is therefore to provide a needed
connecting link between the West
of the past and the present.
If the anthology has a weakness,
it lies in inconsistency in the quality
of its stories. This kind of fault may
be sidestepped by arguing that uniformly artistic masterpieces are few
and far between in any country, let
alone a certain locale. The notable
exception, of course, would be the
modern South. A comparable collection of Southern fiction would by
far exceed this one in overall stature.
However, the Southern Literary Renaissance is a phenomenon, and the
concentration of writers like Faulkner, Warren, Wolfe, McCullers, O'Connor, and Welty, to name only a
few, within a specific region is of
such rarity than any comparison becomes invidious.
Still, there is no escaping from the
obvious disparity between a multifaceted gem like Crane's "The Blue
Hotel" and a run-of-the-mill commercial story like Dorothy M. Johnson's "The Unbeliever," first published in Collier's. The same difficulty is encountered in reconciling,
say, Clark's evocative, graceful story
of a hawk, "Hook," and Owen
Wister's -prosaic tale of a courtship,
"The Winning of the Biscuit-Shooter," or Steinbeck's moving "The
Leader of the People" and Emerson
Hough's anecdotal "Science at Heart's
Desire." Here, then, is the reader's
principal problem: he must adjust
himself to fictional terrain as diverse
as the West itself. He must negotiate peaks, plateaus, and deserts
formed by such extremes as H arte's
sentimental and melodramatic "The
Outcasts of Poker Flat," Cather's
sincere and touching "Neighbour
Rosicky," Frederic Remington's slight
"\Vhen a Document Is Official,"

Oliver La Farge's poignant story of
the demise of an old Indian, "All
the Young Men," Jack London's
sophomorically written "To the Man
on Trial," Porter's penetrating psychological study, "Maria Concepcion,"
and the Twain standard "The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras
County," which, regardless of editorial tub-thumping for it, remains hardly more than a frothy trifle. "Variety
of themes and techniques" may seem
to suffice as editorial rationale, but
an extreme range of quality from
high art to commercial craft is a
horse of another color.
Although most of these stories are
not great, as the title would have us
believe, the editor, in his enthusiasm
for the subject, can hardly be faulted
for attempting to convince us of their
greatness. He has done as well as
can be expected with the stories at
his disposal. He is to be commended
for the inclusion of several littleknown stories which are deserving of
the wider dissemination afforded by
this collection. Most notable among
these is Jarvis Thurston's "The Cross,"
a searching revelation of cross-currents in a Western family, narrated
by a modem product of disrupted
values, a middleaged college professor who is "a superior bastard and
educated too, after a fashion." On
the other hand, the omission of one
story is troubling. This is John Marvin's brilliant "The Wrath-Bearing
Tree," which seems to me to encapsulate many of the features one
expects of the Western: harshness of
nature, raw courage of the solitary
individual, vengeful presence of the
past. It is better than most of the
stories in this collection:
One other minor complaint must
be registered: the anthology is dis-

much to fork over for a book of
short stories. Probably the blame
must be laid on the economics of
publishing. The American West Publishing Company, however, is to be
complimented for having produced a
handsome volume.

tressingly expensive- $11.50 is too

been perused in compilation of this

HOW MINING CAMPS
GREW OR BECAME GHOSTS
Rocky Mountain Mining Camps; The
Urban Frontier by Duane A. Smith
(Bloomington/London: Indiana University Press, 1967) 304 pp. inc. index; $6.95.

Reviewer: DoNALD C. CuTrER, Professor of History, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
Rocky Mountain mining camps differ little from their predecessors of
the days of '49 in the Mother Lode
of California. The same social, economic, and political problems seemed
to exist, and almost in the same degree. To those familiar with the prototype in the Sierra Nevada mineral
frontier, the later experienc_es in
Montana, Colorado, New Mexico,
and other areas of the Rockies will
seem repetitious. This is not to say
that these later activities do not
possess an inherent interest, for perhaps it is in their close resemblance
to the earlier California camps that
those farther east are most interestin g.
Dr. Duane A. Smith writes his
story well, with clarity and ability.
Ample bibliography and satisfactory
footnotes lead the reader to a sense
of satisfaction with the author's dedication to his topic. Much material,
both primary and secondary, has
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work, which in an earlier, less finished form was a doctoral dissertation at the University of Colorado.
The basic thesis, which is satisfactorily sustained, is that the mining
frontier differed greatly from the
other western frontiers, such as the
cattle frontier or the early agriculture
frontier. In the mining camps of the
Rockies the pioneer was not aloof,
isolated or particularly self-reliant
For various reasons he was not
forced to do without the niceties of
urban existence. This in part resulted from the concentration of
population in restricted areas as regards size, in a measure from the
quickness with which the miner had
a surplus of expendable money, and
somewhat from geographical considerations which made self-sufficiency impossible and stimulated trade
and commerce.
All of the problems early noted in
California reappeared in the Rockies. Lack of organized government,
lawlessness and disorder, need for
extra-legal direct action, the questions of community welfare- all were
problems begging for adequate solution. Complicating these solutions
was the arrival of the parasitic group
which preyed upon the more stable
mmmg population, the gamblers,
prostitutes, and get-rich -quick artists
who plied their trades in the tenderloin section of each camp until such
time as their influence was partially
mitigated by more positive institutions of society-such as the school,
church, and home.
Difficulties associated with instable
economics were clearly evident. Instant urbanization was not accomplished without manifold problems
and great expense. Destructive fires,
excessive freight rates anq shipping
shortcomings, and general price gouging were endemic. But these draw-

backs were generously accompanied
by the booming prosperity of each
successful camp. The question was
one of whether permanence or stagnation would result. The former
would leave a 'Western town, while
tl1e latter would result in a ghost
town.

REDMEN AS SEEN BY
WHITES IN THE NORTH
Indians, As The Westerners Saw Them
by Ralph W. Andrews (Seattle: Su-

perior Publishing Co., 1963); 175 pp.,
200 illus., biblio., index; $12.50.
Reviewer: MRs. MARIE Porrs, Editor
of "The Smoke Signal of the Federated
Indians of California" who frequently
lectures on her people, the Indians of
California; Sacramento, Calif.

This is a descriptive book written
about tl1e Indians of the northern
plains, as white people met them in
1860s. The material is based on the
diaries of pioneers, settlers, and
wives of military men. It is an informal, unprofessional point of view.
The incidents are of commonplace
nature concerning the problems and
frustrations of ' botll Indians and
settlers in the bewildering new
world. Good and bad in the Indians
are depicted without prejudice. The
simple truth is related without distortion. Many of the old full-blooded
chiefs are described with great authenticity. One gains a personal interest
and understanding of each crisis.
There is displayed genuine insight
and feeling for the Indians with
warmth and friendship for them as
people. This is a most interesting
book and is the type of work we
enjoy seeing printed concerning our
history.

FOOFAftRAH
Picking up the dead-burro controversy, which has been raging in
these columns, we note by the press
that Arizona has a wild burro population of 3,000. Seems that they find
tasty the stakes put out by surveyors
on the Parker Lake-Havasu City road
route. We refer the item to MESSERS.
GmBONs and MAZZULLA.
The Gene Rhodes cult grows. From
MRs. ToM CHARLES, of Alamogordo,
N .M., we learn that more than 175
people attended the annual June 2
pilgrimage to his grave in the San
Andres Mountains. Rhodes, remembered for his splendid stories of the
Old West, attended the University of
the Pacific in the 1890s.
We have an SOS from NAOMI
CAREY, of Lodi, Calif., for material
on the old San Joaquin Valley College at Woodbridge, Calif. It was
operated by the United Brethren
Church and turned out several distinguished alumni.
Anyone who has edited knows that
for each issue of his periodical,
many are to be thanked . .. We're
thinking of the HENR_Y WELCOMES, of
Los Angeles, for example, who loaned
helpful booklets on Ishi . . . And
ALEXANDER DOLL, the Russian-American, of South Laguna, who supplied
the picture of the CHERNYKH rancho
near Fort Ross . . . and of JrM

told US about the SCHEUERLE paintings. And others!
Incidently, from ALEX DoLL we learn
that the Old Russian coal mine at
Fort Hoss has been discovered- but
in bad, caved-in condition. "Also,"
he writes, "they've found the longsought Russian dump"-which should
tantalize the archaeologist.
"\Vesterner of the Century" was
the unique title given Arizona's retiring 90-year old SENATOR CARL HAYDE:-<,
by the Potomac Corral of
The Westerners. · "SnERJFF··· FRANK
KRAL'sE presented him with an illuminated scroJJ.
ARTIST \VII.LIAM E.
LoECHELL had done a large oil portr,tit for the occasion, depicting the
veteran lawmaker as a young sheriff
of Maricopa County.
Dr. R. Coke 'Wood has honors that
would bow a lesser man. GovERNOR
RoNALD REAGAN has reappointed him
to the seven-member Californa State
Historical Landmarks Advisory Committee, which is charged with counselling the State Division of Beaches
and Parks in establishing and registering historical sites.
The only assault on U. S. shores
since 1Sl2 took place on February
23, 1942, when a Japanese submarine surfaced and fired twentyfive shells at Ellwood oil tanks near
Santa Barbara, California. A quarter

library director at American

century later, American and Japanese

River College, Sacramento, who first

representatives joined to dedicate a

CARLSON,
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comemmorative monument there. The
Goleta Valley Historical Society sponsored the event.

no's name, almost a cenutry after his
court martial, bears out another gaff
of military men, "Hurry up and wait."

Is there a Jedediah Smith living
today? A few months ago nationwide
publicity was given to a project
aimed at discovering any namesakes
of DIAH (1799-1831). None has
turned up. If you know of one, the
Jedediah Smith Society (University
of the Pacific, Stockton, California
95204) would welcome word.

Ever hear of the undeclared war of
Old China on the U.S. back in 1875?
Seems that the EMPEROR heard that
Chinese laborers were being mistreated, so sent a fleet of seven
(magic number) war junks to shell
Monterey. That innocent city was
so delighted to have them in the
harbor, the crews were invited ashore
and overwhelmed with hospitality
topped off by a parade. The celestial
sailors were pleased, too, decided to
stay and take jobs, and the ships
eventually were broken up or burned.
That's the story RICHARD HALIBURTON told in one of his travel books,
and MRs. FERN R. SAYRE, of Sacramento, wants to know if somebody is
pulling someone's leg- or, maybe,
queue. Anyway, she's doing serious
research on the matter- and will welcome, via THE HISTORIAN, tips to determine whether the story is folklore
or history.

Judge George F. Buck, retired,
says it's well known that in early
years of the Gold Rush "a number
of Apache Indians went to the gold
mining area in the so-called Southern
Mines in Tuolumne and Calaveras
Counties just to see what was going
on." If you know whether they settled in the vicinity- or what happened to them anyway- write to the
Judge: 245 West Rose Street, Stockton,
Calif. 95203.
Does any Mother Lode buff have
data on BYRoN McKINSTRY, who arrived at Placerville on September
17, 1850? If so, BRucE L. McKINSTRY,
who expects presently to publish an
edited version of his grandfather's
diary, would like to have the word.
His address is : 6725 Cermak Road,
Berwyn, Ill, 60402.
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Jack Weadock, editor and a veteran
cavalryman, doesn't believe in the reported slogan of the Red Powerists,
"Custer died for your sins ." He recently told Tucson Westerners that
Custer was just plain stupid- violating
a cardinal military principle of never
dividing your forces before an enemy
of unknown strength.
MAJOR RENO, he went on, was the
victim of a truth encapsulated in a
saying common among soldiers, "An
officer charged is an officer condemned." The recent clearing of Re-

If Spanish missions are your dish,
you may care to join the Southwestern Mission Center, 949 East Second Street, Tucson, Ariz., 85719. The
five-dollar dues help support research
it undertakes and will bring you its
SMRC-Newsletter.

Southern Californians have an instinct for organization, as witness San
Diego 200th Anniversary, Inc. This
wlell established group has headquarters in the County Administration
Center (Eighth Floor), 1600 Pacific
Highway, San Diego, 92101. To commemorate the arrival in 1769 of the
Portola expedition, it is helping or
sponsoring a variety of events, ranging from historical exhibits with parades to a visit of Germany's largest
ocean-going ship, Deutschland.
- ON Drr

THE HISTORY CALENDAR
October 4-5, 1968
Seventeenth Annual Symposium of the Northern California
Historical Societies, University of California at Davis,
Sponsored by Yolo County Historical Society
October 12, 1968
Eleventh Annual Rendezvous of the Jedediah Smith Society,
·w arren Atherton, President, Old Timers' Museum,
Murphys, California
October 17-19, 1968
Eighth Annual Conference, \ Vestern History Association,
Pioneer International Hotel, Tucson, Arizona
October 24-26, 1968
Pacific Coast Council on Latin American Studies,
Elbert Covell College, University of the Pacific,
Dr. Larry L. Pippin, Director
November 2-3, 1968
Annual 'vVorkshop ("History ~~I useums"), Conference of
California Historical Societies, Sponsored by San Bernardino
Historical Association, Bloomington, California.
January 16, 1969
Annual Meeting of California Historical Society,
San Francisco, California

i(.f.

ANNIVERSARIES

)f.

1968: This is the Year of the Monkey. The ideograph is pronounced [in
Cantonese dialect] HAH-0 NEEN.
This year marks the ll5th anniversary of U.S. COMJ\<IODORE MATTHEW PERRY's
visit to Japan: "fom steam vessels disturb our peaceful sleep like four cups of
fine tea," in words of a poet.
Also the centennial of the death of KIT CARSON, trapper and guide, at Taos,
N. M., and the signing of a peace treaty by Navajo Indians whom Carson had
put in captivity at Fort Sumner, N.M.
1969: Invasion of California by the Spanish in 1769 with the SERRA-PORTOLA
expedition founding San Diego in their march up the coast-a bicentennial to be
celebrated widely in California throu ghout the year.
Also centennial of coming of vVAKAMATSU CoLONY from Japan to Califomia
[grave of the maiden 0KEI is near Coloma].
Also 1869 exploration of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River by JoHN
vVESLEY PowELL and party [see front and inside covers and article by 0 . DocK
MARSTON ).

Somebody found this quaint woodcut in an ancient spelling
book. If you wonder why it appears here, it already has served the
flrst of its three purposes-for, to be frank, this is an advertisement.
Its second purpose is to suggest that without an index, sometimes it is harder to lay your finger on a remembered and wanted
article in an old copy of THE pACIFIC HISTORIAN than it is to net
butterflies.
The third< purpose is to inform you about the Cumulat-ive Index
of THE PACIFIC HisTORIAN for 1965-1967 [volumes IX through XI].
It has been professionally done by Anna Marie and Everett
. Gordon Hager, and is available postpaid for just one dollar.
Now that we have your attention, perhaps we should go on to
mention that we have on hand a limited supply of the eleven back
volumes [with not more than four early copies missing]. A set
may be purchased for $40 by libraries or scholars.
"-

All checks should be made out to THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN and
sent to this address: The Pacific Historian, University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California 95204.
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